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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Our general terms and conditions of sales apply to all our agreements, quotations and offers. Please find 
a copy at www.frankly.amsterdam/salesconditions or at the Chambers of Commerce Amsterdam number 
34393141. The terms and conditions used by the other party shall be explicitly excluded.

Every product made from a natural material is unique. Thereforee a small difference in size or color may 
occur. We strongly advise not to expose fabrics of our indoor products to direct sunlight.

Frankly Amsterdam is owner of the goods until they have been completely paid.

PRICES
Prices to public are issued in euros, including VAT.

SHIPPING
Goods travel at buyer’s risk and danger: possible damages must be reported at delivery immediately.
For transportation of our rugs we collaborate closely with shipping agencies specialised in high-end 
transportation. The rugs are shipped in rolls that have to be transported laying down, and can not be 
stacked underneath other cargo under any circumstance. Because of this precise method of transportation, 
damages in transport rarely occurs. Despite this, we advise you to check the roll upon receipt for any 
damages. Please make sure to confirm that the packaging and the roll are both still in tact. 

Any unexpected damages discovered upon arrival must be noted on the loading bill. Alongside this, 
Frankly Amsterdam wishes to receive notice of the damages, including pictures of the damaged packaging.
After the client signs for completed delivery, there is no possibility to claim transport damages.

SHIPPING COSTS 
- Shipping costs for rugs vary per order depending on the number or rolls, size of the rolls, the country and 
  the shipping method. Please see the overview of shipping costs on the next page.
- Shipping costs for curtain fabrics and upholstery fabrics are included in the m1 price.
- Shipping costs for bedlinen, bed spreads and throws: 

Austria:  € 50,- excluding VAT. Shipping costs for high quantity orders are on request
Belgium:   € 35,- excluding VAT. Shipping costs for high quantity orders are on request
Germany:  € 35,- excluding VAT. Shipping costs for high quantity orders are on request.
The Netherlands:  € 35,- excluding VAT. Shipping costs for high quantity orders are on request.
Switzerland:   € 50,- excluding VAT and duties. Orders will be shipped DAP. Shipping costs   
   for high quantity orders are on request.
Other countries:  Shipping costs on request

DELIVERY
The delivery time of our tufted rugs is 6 weeks including transportation. The delivery time of our woven 
rugs and wall rugs is 8 weeks including transportation. The delivery date stated on the order confirmation 
is approximate and free of obligation. This shall not be considered to be a strict deadline unless a certain 
delivery date is explicitly guaranteed by Frankly Amsterdam.

For tufted rugs we can offer a quick delivery sevice. If the requested yarn is on stock, the rug can be 
shipped within 48 hours or 2 weeks. Feel free to contact us for the conditions and prices.

BTW NL8224.39.414.B01   |   KvK 34393141   |    IBAN NL46ABNA0621226726   |   BIC ABNANL2A
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SHIPPING COSTS FOR CONTRACT & RUGS  (EXCL. VAT) 

AUSTRIA   NUMBER OF ROLLS SMALL ROLL  MEDIUM ROLL  LARGE ROLL
   PER ORDER   <160CM  160-280CM  >280CM
   1   € 292,-   € 316,-   € 341,- 
   2   € 200,-   € 219,-   € 237,- 
   3   € 170,-   € 186,-   € 202,- 
   4   € 155,-   € 170,-   € 185,- 
   5   € 146,-   € 160,-   € 175,- 

BELGIUM   NUMBER OF ROLLS SMALL ROLL  MEDIUM ROLL  LARGE ROLL
   PER ORDER   <160CM  160-280CM  >280CM
   1   € 161,-   € 174,-   € 186,- 
   2   € 137,-   € 150,-   € 163,- 
   3   € 129,-   € 142,-   € 155,- 
   4   € 126,-   € 138,-   € 151,- 
   5   € 123,-   € 136,-   € 149,- 

GERMANY   NUMBER OF ROLLS SMALL ROLL  MEDIUM ROLL  LARGE ROLL
   PER ORDER   <160CM  160-280CM  >280CM
   1   € 247,-   € 273,-   € 298,- 
   2   € 181,-   € 200,-   € 219,- 
   3   € 158,-   € 175,-   € 192,- 
   4   € 147,-   € 163,-   € 179,- 
   5   € 140,-   € 156,-   € 171,- 

THE NETHERLANDS  NUMBER OF ROLLS SMALL ROLL  MEDIUM ROLL  LARGE ROLL
   PER ORDER   <160CM  160-280CM  >280CM
   1   € 155,-   € 167,-   € 180,- 
   2   € 134,-   € 147,-   € 160,- 
   3   € 127,-   € 140,-   € 153,- 
   4   € 124,-   € 137,-   € 149,- 
   5   € 122,-   € 135,-   € 147,- 

SWITZERLAND   NUMBER OF ROLLS SMALL ROLL  MEDIUM ROLL  LARGE ROLL
   PER ORDER   <160CM  160-280CM  >280CM
   1   € 305,-   € 330,-   € 355,- 
   2   € 209,-   € 228,-   € 247,- 
   3   € 177,-   € 194,-   € 211,- 
   4   € 161,-   € 177,-   € 193,- 
   5   € 152,-   € 167,-   € 182,- 

   For Switzerland the Customs Clerance costs per order are € 55,- (excl. VAT). 

OTHER COUNTRIES  Shipping costs on request

https://www.frankly.amsterdam/service/general-terms-conditions/
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FRANKLY COLLECTION

TUFTED RUGS
At Ease
At Random
Chasing Light
Colour Me
Cotton Candy 12
Cotton Candy 22
Corner Stone
Day Light
Day Light Pattern A, B, C, D
Done Deal
Land Mark
Moon Parts
Move Slow
New Start
New Start Pattern A
Night Fire
On Return
Perfect Match
Saint Cloud
Second Nature 
Show Off
Show Off gradient
Step Up 16
Step Up  9
Super Moon
Super Moon 45
Think Big
Un Fold
Gradient rugs

INDEX

This is an interactive price list. 
By clicking on the product name, you will be directed to the product page.
By clicking on our logo you will return to this index.

WOVEN RUGS
All Star
Bottom Line
Day Off
Eagle Eye
Easy Going
Front Row
Good Life
High Tide
Lay Out
Line Up
Mile Stone
Next Step
No Doubt
Out Line
Roll Over

OUTDOOR RUGS
All Star
Bottom Line outdoor
Day Off
Easy Going
Front Row
Good Life
High Tide
Next Step
No Doubt
Off Shore
Over Seas

EDGE FINISHING

FRANKLY STUDIO

TUFTED RUGS
After Glow
Capital City
En Suite
Full Circle
Night Fire Pattern
The Moon

WALL RUGS
Vertical Transformation
Hanging system

COLOR OPTIONS 
Eucalyptus
Wool
Mohair
Bamboo
Biodegradable PET
Cotton

SAMPLES

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

WARRANTY

CONTRACT COLLECTION

CONTRACT
All Star
Day Off
Done Deal
Easy Going
Front Row
Good Life
High Tide
Lay Out
Line Up
Next Step
No Doubt
On Return
Out Line
Roll Over
Step Up 16
Step Up 9

EDGE FINISHING

SAMPLES

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

WARRANTY

SOFT FURNISHING

THROWS, BLANKETS & BED 
ENDS
Come Over
Come Over Blend
Fine Line
Settle In
Soft Space

BEDLINEN, BEDSPREADS & 
FILLINGS
Calm Down
Rise Up
Morning Glow
Cloud Nine
Cloud Nine mix
Level Up
Color options
Finishing options
Filling

CURTAINS
After Noon 
By Night 
Clear Day
First Sight
Fresh Dawn 
Gentle Breeze
In Flow 
Mind Full 
New Day 
Nice View
On Point 

Re Cover
Stay In 
Sun Set
Sure Thing
True Story
Wake Up

UPHOLSTERY
Feel Good
For Sure 
Laid Back
Lighten Up
On Point
Pillow Talk
Re Charge
So Fine
Some Day
Soul Full
Time Off
Top Notch
Un Wind
Up Lift
Wake Up

MATERIAL GUIDE

SAMPLES

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

WARRANTY



TUFTED RUGS
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Rug, wall-to-wall, runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
6000 gr/m2

35 mm (standard) or custom height
Hand tufted
10 Standard + 220 uni + any custom color
Christiane Müller
50% Eucalyptus, 50% Wool
Eucalyptus Cfl-s1, Wool Bfl-s1
+ any size and shape possible
+ possibility to create your own mix color out of 
220 uni colors (see Eucalyptus box & Wool box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request (ask 
about the terms and possibilities)
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

AT EASE
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

3301 3302 3303

3307 3308

3304 3305 3306

3309 3310

  AT EASE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  ATE3301  3301  € 650,-      

  ATE3302  3302  € 650,- 

  ATE3303  3303  € 650,-  

  ATE3304  3304  € 650,- 

  ATE3305  3305  € 650,- 

  ATE3306  3306  € 650,- 

  ATE3307  3307  € 650,- 

  ATE3308  3308  € 650,- 

  ATE3309  3309  € 650,- 

  ATE3310  3310  € 650,- 

 
  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3)..  
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2301 2302 2303

2304 2305 2306

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Christiane Müller & Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
4500 gr/m2

8 mm
Hand tufted
8 Standard + 51 uni + any custom color
Christiane Müller
100% Thick Eucalyptus
Cfl-s1
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 51 
uni colors (see Eucalyptus color box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request 
(ask about the terms and possibilities)
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

AT RANDOM

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

2307 2308

  AT RANDOM PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  ATR2301  2301  € 639,-      

  ATR2302  2302  € 639,- 

  ATR2303  2303  € 639,-  

  ATR2304  2304  € 639,- 

  ATR2305  2305  € 639,- 

  ATR2306  2306  € 639,- 

  ATR2307  2307  € 639,- 

  ATR2308  2308  € 639,- 

 

 
  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3)..  
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2901 2902

2905 2906

2903 2904

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Remy Meijers
Any size and shape possible
4700 gr/m2

8 + 10 mm
Hand tufted
6 Standard + 110 uni + any custom color
Remy Meijers
100% Eucalyptus
Cfl-s1
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 110 uni 
colors (see Eucalyptus color box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request (ask about 
the terms and possibilities)
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

CHASING LIGHT

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

  CHASING LIGHT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  CHL2901  2901  € 745,-      

  CHL2902  2902  € 745,- 

  CHL2903  2903  € 745,-  

  CHL2904  2904  € 745,- 

  CHL2905  2905  € 745,- 

  CHL2906  2906  € 745,- 

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  
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3904

3901

3908 3909

3905

3902

3906

3903

3907

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5000 gr/m2

16 mm (standard) or custom height
Hand tufted
9 Standard + 51 uni + any custom color
Christiane Müller
100% Thick Eucalyptus
Cfl-s1
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 51 
uni colors (see Eucalyptus color box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request (ask 
about the terms and possibilities)
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

COLOUR ME

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

  COLOUR ME PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2    

Rug  COM3901  3901  € 620,-      

  COM3902  3902  € 620,- 

  COM3903  3903  € 620,-  

  COM3904  3904  € 620,- 

  COM3905  3905  € 620,- 

  COM3906  3906  € 620,- 

  COM3907  3907  € 620,- 

  COM3908  3908  € 620,- 

  COM3909  3909  € 620,-  

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  
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Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible 
4.500 gr/m2
12 mm (standard) or custom height up to 30 mm 
Hand tufted
55 standard + any custom color
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Cotton
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (uni or mix up to 10 
colors) out of 55 colors from our Cotton color 
box
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

COTTON CANDY 12
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Advantages

  COTTON CANDY 12 PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug   COC12 1  1  € 595,-      

  COC12 2  2  € 595,- 

  COC12 3  3  € 595,-  

  COC12 4  4  € 595,- 

  COC12 5  5  € 595,- 

  up to 

  COC12 55  55  € 595,- 

  

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  PILE HEIGHT PRICE P/M2     

Rug  COC-special (runner) 12mm  € 595,- 

  COC-special  13-25 mm € 615,- 

  COC-special  26-30 mm € 640,- 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

color box with 55 color options
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  COTTON CANDY 22 PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug   COC22 1  1  € 615,-      

  COC22 2  2  € 615,- 

  COC22 3  3  € 615,-  

  COC22 4  4  € 615,- 

  COC22 5  5  € 615,- 

  up to 

  COC22 55  55  € 615,- 

 

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  PILE HEIGHT PRICE P/M2     

Rug  COC-special (runner) 12mm  € 595,- 

  COC-special  13-25 mm € 615,- 

  COC-special  26-30 mm € 640,- 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug, wall-to-wall, runner 
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible 
4.200 gr/m2 
22 mm (standard) or custom height up to 30 mm
Hand tufted
55 standard + any custom color
Frankly Amsterdam 
100% Cotton
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (uni or mix up to 10 
colors) out of 55 colors from our Cotton color 
box
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract 

color box with 55 color options

COTTON CANDY 22
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Advantages
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  CORNER STONE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  COS4501  4501  € 975,-      

  COS4502  4502  € 975,- 

  COS4503  4503  € 975,- 

  COS4504  4504  € 975,- 

  COS4505  4505  € 975,-

  COS4506  4506  € 975,- 

  COS4507  4507  € 975,- 

  COS4508  4508  € 975,- 

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   

  country (page 3).  

  Standard edge:  Special edition edge:*

* Special Edition is only available in certain sizes. Ask for the terms and prices!

200 cm200 cm

30
0 

cm

35
0 

cm

4504

4501

4508

4505

4502

4506

4503

4507

Rug, wall-to-wall, runner
Diederik Dam
Any size possible
6500 gr/m2

12 - 25 mm
Hand tufted and hand carved
8 Standard + 110 uni + any custom color
Christiane Müller
100% Mohair
Bfl-s1
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract
+ any size and shape possible
+ exclusive design
+ special graphic 3D look
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 110 
uni colors (see Mohair color box)

CORNER STONE

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages
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  DAY LIGHT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  DAL6701  6701  € 630,-      

  DAL6702  6702  € 630,- 

  DAL6703  6703  € 630,-  

  DAL6704  6704  € 630,- 

  DAL6705  6705  € 630,- 

  DAL6706  6706  € 630,- 

  DAL6707  6707  € 630,- 

  DAL6708  6708  € 630,- 

  DAL6709  6709  € 630,- 

  DAL6710  6710  € 630,- 

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  PILE HEIGHT PRICE P/M2     

Rug  DAL-special  14-18 mm € 630,- 

  DAL-special  20-29 mm €  669,-

  DAL-special  30-39 mm € 709,- 

  DAL-special  40-45 mm € 749,- 

    

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   

  country (page 3).  

Rug, wall to wall
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5500 gr/m2
14 mm
Handtufted
10 Standard + 77 uni + any custom color
Christiane Müller
100% Bamboo
Cfl-s1 
+ European production
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 77 
uni colors (see Bamboo color box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ anti-bacterial and suitable for people with 
allergies

DAY LIGHT
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

6701 6702 6703

6707 6708

6704 6705 6706

6709 6710
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  DAY LIGHT PATTERN A PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug with DAL6701-A  6701  € 669,-      

pattern A DAL6702-A  6702  € 669,- 

  DAL6703-A  6703  € 669,-  

  DAL6704-A  6704  € 669,- 

  DAL6705-A  6705  € 669,- 

  DAL6706-A  6706  € 669,- 

  DAL6707-A  6707  € 669,- 

  DAL6708-A  6708  € 669,- 

  DAL6709-A  6709  € 669,- 

  DAL6710-A  6710  € 669,- 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Pattern example 200 x 300 cm

Rug, wall to wall
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5800 gr/m2
14 / 17 mm (Pattern A)
Handtufted
10 Standard + 77 uni
Christiane Müller
100% Bamboo
Cfl-s1
+ European production
+ any size, color and shape possible
+ custom patterns possible on request
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ anti-bacterial and suitable for people with 
allergies

DAY LIGHT PATTERN A 
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

6701 6702 6703

6707 6708

6704 6705 6706

6709 6710
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  DAY LIGHT PATTERN B PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug with  DAL6701-B  6701  € 669,-      

pattern B DAL6702-B  6702  € 669,- 

  DAL6703-B  6703  € 669,-  

  DAL6704-B  6704  € 669,- 

  DAL6705-B  6705  € 669,- 

  DAL6706-B  6706  € 669,- 

  DAL6707-B  6707  € 669,- 

  DAL6708-B  6708  € 669,- 

  DAL6709-B  6709  € 669,- 

  DAL6710-B  6710  € 669,-

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Pattern example 200 x 300 cm

Rug, wall to wall
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5800 gr/m2
14 / 19 mm (Pattern B)
Handtufted
10 Standard + 77 uni
Christiane Müller
100% Bamboo
Cfl-s1
+ European production
+ any size, color and shape possible
+ custom patterns possible on request
+ choose your pattern center point
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ anti-bacterial and suitable for people with 
allergies

DAY LIGHT PATTERN B
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

6701 6702 6703

6707 6708

6704 6705 6706

6709 6710
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  DAY LIGHT PATTERN C PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug with DAL6701-C  6701  € 669,-      

pattern C DAL6702-C  6702  € 669,- 

  DAL6703-C  6703  € 669,-  

  DAL6704-C  6704  € 669,- 

  DAL6705-C  6705  € 669,- 

  DAL6706-C  6706  € 669,- 

  DAL6707-C  6707  € 669,- 

  DAL6708-C  6708  € 669,- 

  DAL6709-C  6709  € 669,- 

  DAL6710-C  6710  € 669,-

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Pattern example 200 x 300 cm

Rug, wall to wall
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5800 gr/m2
14 / 20 mm (Pattern C)
Handtufted
10 Standard + 77 uni
Christiane Müller
100% Bamboo
Cfl-s1
+ European production
+ any size, color and shape possible
+ custom patterns possible on request
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ anti-bacterial and suitable for people with 
allergies

DAY LIGHT PATTERN C
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

6701 6702 6703

6707 6708

6704 6705 6706

6709 6710
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  DAY LIGHT PATTERN D (LOW) PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug with DAL6701-D low 6701  € 669,-      

pattern D DAL6702-D low  6702  € 669,- 

  DAL6703-D low 6703  € 669,-  

  DAL6704-D low 6704  € 669,- 

  DAL6705-D low 6705  € 669,- 

  DAL6706-D low 6706  € 669,- 

  DAL6707-D low 6707  € 669,- 

  DAL6708-D low 6708  € 669,- 

  DAL6709-D low 6709  € 669,- 

  DAL6710-D low 6710  € 669,-

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Pattern example 200 x 300 cm

Rug, wall to wall
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5800 gr/m2
14/20 mm (stripes 20mm) 
Handtufted
10 Standard + 77 uni
Christiane Müller
100% Bamboo
Cfl-s1
+ European production
+ any size, color and shape possible
+ choose the centerpoint of your pattern
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ anti-bacterial and suitable for people with 
allergies

DAY LIGHT PATTERN D (LOW)
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

6701 6702 6703

6707 6708

6704 6705 6706

6709 6710
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  DAY LIGHT PATTERN D (HIGH) PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug with DAL6701-D high 6701  € 669,-      

pattern D DAL6702-D high  6702  € 669,- 

  DAL6703-D high 6703  € 669,-  

  DAL6704-D high 6704  € 669,- 

  DAL6705-D high 6705  € 669,- 

  DAL6706-D high 6706  € 669,- 

  DAL6707-D high 6707  € 669,- 

  DAL6708-D high 6708  € 669,- 

  DAL6709-D high 6709  € 669,- 

  DAL6710-D high 6710  € 669,-

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Pattern example 200 x 300 cm

Rug, wall to wall
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5800 gr/m2
14/20 mm (stripes 14 mm) 
Handtufted
10 Standard + 77 uni
Christiane Müller
100% Bamboo
Cfl-s1
+ European production
+ any size, color and shape possible
+ choose the centerpoint of your pattern
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ anti-bacterial and suitable for people with 
allergies

DAY LIGHT PATTERN D (HIGH)
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

6701 6702 6703

6707 6708

6704 6705 6706

6709 6710
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  DONE DEAL PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2  

Rug  DOD7001  7001  €  619,-  

  DOD7002  7002  €   619,-   

  DOD7003  7003  €   619,-   

  DOD7004  7004  €  619,-   

  DOD7005  7005  €  619,-   

  DOD7006  7006  €  619,-  

  DOD7007  7007  €  619,-  

  DOD7008  7008  €  619,-   

  DOD7009  7009  €  619,- 

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   

  country (page 3).  

7004

7007

7001

7005

7008

7002

7006

7009

7003

Wall-to-wall or rug
Cut Pile
50% Wool + 50% Eucalyptus 
± 3.500 g/m²
12 mm
Natural latex + anti-slip
Cfl-s1
9 standard, custom colors available on request
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract
+ available as stair runner
+ possibility to create your own mix color out of 
220 uni colors (see Eucalyptus box & Wool box)
+ long-lasting 
+ custom colors available

DONE DEAL

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Carpet weight
Pile height
Backing
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages
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  LAND MARK PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  LAM4401  4401  € 975,-  

  LAM4402  4402  € 975,- 

  LAM4403  4403  € 975,- 

  LAM4404  4404  € 975,- 

  LAM4405  4405  € 975,-

  LAM4406  4406  € 975,- 

  LAM4407  4407  € 975,- 

  LAM4408  4408  € 975,- 

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

270 cm

486 cm

* Rug size is always based on the size of the 54 x 54 cm circles

270 cm

48
6 

cm

Pattern example:

4404

4401

4408

4405

4402

4406

4403

4407

Rug, wall-to-wall, runner
Diederik Dam
Any size possible, based on circles of 54 x 54 cm
6500 gr/m2

12 - 25 mm
Hand tufted and hand carved
8 Standard + 110 uni + any custom color
Christiane Müller
100% Mohair
Bfl-s1
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract
+ any size and shape possible
+ exclusive design
+ special graphic 3D look
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 110 
uni colors (see Mohair color box)

LAND MARK

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages
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  MOON PARTS PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  MOP8601  8601  € 950,-   

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   

  country (page 3).  

Pattern in 200 x 300 cm

Rug
Art in Return
170x255cm, 200x300cm, 235x350cm or 300x450cm
or custom size in same ratio 
4000 gr/m2

12 - 45mm & 12 mm border
3D Hand tufted with wool fringes on the short side
1 standard color + any custom color
Art in Return
100% Wool
Bfl-s1
+ any size possible within the same ratio.
+ possibilty to choose your own color out of
110 uni colors (see wool box)
+ graphic design by Art in Return
+ a strong and soft fiber
+ naturally heat regulating, suitable in all seasons

MOON PARTS

Available as
Design
Size

Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

8601
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  MOVE SLOW PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  MOS3501  3501  € 649,-      

  MOS3502  3502  € 649,-   

  MOS3503  3503  € 649,-   

  MOS3504  3504  € 649,-   

  MOS3505  3505  € 649,-   

  MOS3506  3506  € 649,-   

  MOS3507  3507  € 649,-   

  MOS3508  3508  € 649,-   

 

 
ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  PILE HEIGHT PRICE P/M2     

Rug  MOS-special (runner) 12mm  € 649,- 

  MOS-special  18-29 mm € 669,- 

  MOS-special  30-39 mm € 719,- 

  MOS-special  40-45 mm € 769,-      

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Felix Diener & Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
6000 gr/m2

16 mm (standard) or custom height
Hand tufted
8 Standard + 110 uni + any custom color
Christiane Müller
100% Eucalyptus
Cfl-s1
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 110 
uni colors (see Eucalyptus color box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request (ask 
about the terms and possibilities)
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

MOVE SLOW

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

3501 3502 3503

3507 3508

3504 3505 3506
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Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner 
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible 
7.000 gr/m2
12 mm (standard) or custom height up to 20 mm 
Hand tufted
35 standard + any custom color 
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Biodegradable PET
Bfl-s2
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (uni or mix up to 6 
colors) out of 35 colors from our Biodegradable 
PET color box
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ suitable for residential as well as contract

color box with 35 color options

NEW START
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification 
Advantages

  NEW START PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug   NST-1   1  € 659,-      

  NST-2   2  € 659,- 

  NST-2   3  € 659,-  

  NST-4   4  € 659,- 

  NST-5   5  € 659,- 

  up to 

  NST-35   35  € 659,- 

 

 
ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  PILE HEIGHT PRICE P/M2     

Rug  NST-special (runner) 12mm  € 659,- 

  NST-special  10-16 mm € 659,- 

  NST-special  17-20 mm € 705,-  

  * We recommend a maximum pile height of 20 mm due to the weight of the rug.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  
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Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner 
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible 
4.800 gr/m2
8 mm
Hand tufted
35 standard + any custom color 
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Biodegradable PET
Bfl-s2
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (uni or mix up to 6 
colors) out of 35 colors from our Biodegradable 
PET color box
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request
+ suitable for residential as well as contract

color box with 35 color options

NEW START PATTERN A
 
Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

  NEW START PATTERN A PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug   NST1-A  1  € 675,-      

  NST2-A  2  € 675,- 

  NST3-A  3  € 675,-  

  NST4-A  4  € 675,- 

  NST5-A  5  € 675,- 

  up to 

  NST35-A  35  € 675,-  
 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  
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  NIGHT FIRE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  NIF5501  5501  € 689,-      

  NIF5502  5502  € 689,-   

  NIF5503  5503  € 689,-   

  NIF5504  5504  € 689,-   

  NIF5505  5505  € 689,-   

  NIF5506  5506  € 689,-   

  NIF5507  5507  € 689,-   

  NIF5508  5508  € 689,-   

   

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Nicemakers
Any size and shape possible 
5500 gr/m2

16 mm
Hand tufted
8 Standard
Nicemakers
65% Eucalyptus, 35% Bamboo
Cfl-s1
+ any size and shape possible
+ handtufted
+ available in 8 standard colors or in pattern
+ delivery time for the rug in pattern is 6 weeks

NIGHT FIRE

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

5501 5502 5503

5507 5508

5504 5505 5506
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  ON RETURN PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*

Rug  ONR6001  6001  € 345,-

  ONR6002  6002  € 345,- 

  ONR6003  6003  € 345,-

  ONR6004  6004  € 345,- 

  ONR6005  6005  € 345,-

  ONR6006  6006  € 345,-

  ONR6007  6007  € 345,-

  ONR6008  6008  € 345,-

  ONR6009  6009  € 345,-

  ONR6010  6010  € 345,-

  ONR6011  6011  € 345,-

  ONR6012  6012  € 345,-

  

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   

  country (page 3).  
ON RETURN

200cm or 400cm

6004

6001

6008

6011

6009

6012

6005

6002

6006

6003

6007

6010

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Tip-shear
100% recycled plastic
Rectangular or circular
± 1.900 g/m²
± 2.800 g/m²
9 mm
Jute & latex
2 or 4 meter
Cfl-s1
12 standard, custom colors available on request 
from 200 m²
+ suitable for residential as well as contract
+ made from regenerated nylon
+ environmentally friendly & sustainable
+ long-lasting & fire retardant
+ castor proof

ON RETURN

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Shape
Pile weight
Carpet weight
Pile height
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors

Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  PERFECT MATCH PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  PEM2001  2001  € 729,-      

  PEM2002  2002  € 729,-   

  PEM2003  2003  € 729,-   

  PEM2004  2004  € 729,-   

  PEM2005  2005  € 729,-   

  PEM2006  2006  € 729,-   

  PEM2007  2007  € 729,-   

  PEM2008  2008  € 729,-   

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

2001 2002 2003

2007 2008

2004 2005 2006

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Ulf Moritz
Any size and shape possible
5000 gr/m2

12 mm (standard) 
Hand tufted
8 Standard + 110 uni + any custom color
Christiane Müller
80% Eucalyptus, 20% Wool
Eucalyptus Cfl-s1, Wool Bfl-s1
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 110 
uni colors (see Eucalyptus color box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request (ask 
about the terms and possibilities)
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

PERFECT MATCH

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages
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  SAINT CLOUD PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  SAC5801  5801  € 919,-      

  SAC5802  5802  € 919,- 

  SAC5803  5803  € 919,-  

  SAC5804  5804  € 919,- 

  SAC5805  5805  € 919,- 

  SAC5806  5806  € 919,- 

  SAC5807  5807  € 919,-  

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug, wall-to-wall
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
3500 gr/m2
18 mm, with shaven or unshaven finish
Hand tufted
7 standard
Christiane Müller
100% Merino Wool
+ any size and shape possible
+ available with shaven of unshaven finish
+ environmentally friendly & sustainable
+ long-lasting & fire retardant

SAINT CLOUD

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material
Advantages

5801 5802 5803

5806 5807

5804 5805
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  SECOND NATURE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  SEN6401 A, B or C 6401  € 825,-      

  SEN6402 A, B or C 6402  € 825,- 

  SEN6403 A, B or C 6403  € 825,-  

  SEN6404 A, B or C 6404  € 825,- 

  SEN6405 A, B or C 6405  € 825,- 

  SEN6406 A, B or C 6406  € 825,- 

  SEN6407 A, B or C 6407  € 825,- 

  SEN6408 A, B or C 6408  € 825,- 

  SEN6409 A, B or C 6409  € 825,- 

  SEN6410 A, B or C 6410  € 825,-   

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

  Please see below example of the calculated m2 per shape:

Shape A

350 cm

Shape B Shape C

30
0 

cm

30
0 

cm

26
5 

cm

3,5 x 2,65 = 9,27 m2

300 cm

3 x 3 x 0,9 = 8,1 m2

300 cm

3 x 3 = 9 m2Rug
Els van Egmond
Any size possible
4200 gr/m2

14 + 18 mm, or custom height
Hand tufted
10 standard + any custom color
Christiane Müller
100% Mohair
Bfl-s1
+ any size possible, 3 shapes possible
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 110 
uni colors (see Mohair color box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request 
(ask about the terms and possibilities)
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

SECOND NATURE

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material
Fire classification
Advantages

6404

6401

6408 6409

6405

6402

6406

6403

6407

6410
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  SHOW OFF PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  SHO5601  5601  € 699,-      

  SHO5602  5602  € 699,- 

  SHO5603  5603  € 699,-  

  SHO5604  5604  € 699,- 

  SHO5605  5605  € 699,- 

  SHO5606  5606  € 699,- 

  SHO5607  5607  € 699,-

  SHO5608  5608  € 699,- 

  SHO5609  5609  € 699,-  

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  PILE HEIGHT PRICE P/M2     

Rug  SHO-special   up to 18 mm € 655,- 

  SHO-special  20-29 mm € 679,- 

  SHO-special  30-39 mm € 690,- 

  SHO-special  40-45 mm € 699,-

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug, wall-to-wall, runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5700 gr/m2

40 mm
Hand tufted
9 standard + any custom color
Christiane Müller
50% Mohair, 50% Bamboo
Mohair Bfl-s1, Bamboo Cfl-s1
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract
+ any size and shape possible
+ choose your own color (see Mohair and 
Bamboo color box)
+ environmentally friendly & sustainable
+ extremely breathable

SHOW OFF

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

5601 5602 5603

5604

5607

5605

5608

5606

5609
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  SHOW OFF GRADIENT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  SHO5610  5610  € 899,-      

  SHO5611  5611  € 899,- 

 

  Or request your custom color! Click here to see our Gradients price list.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. 

Rug, wall-to-wall, runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5700 gr/m2
40 mm
Hand tufted
2 Standard + any custom color
Frankly Amsterdam
50% Mohair, 50% Bamboo
Mohair Bfl-s1, Bamboo Cfl-s1
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract
+ any size and shape possible
+ choose your own color (see Mohair and 
Bamboo color box)
+ environmentally friendly & sustainable
+ extremely breathable

SHOW OFF GRADIENT

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

5610 5611
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  STEP UP 16 PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR RUG WITH 
       SHAVEN EDGE*   

 
Rug  STU6201  6201  € 465,-
  STU6202  6202  € 465,-
  STU6203  6203  € 405,-
  STU6204  6204  € 405,-
  STU6205  6205  € 405,-
  STU6206  6206  € 405,-
  STU6207  6207  € 405,-
  STU6208  6208  € 405,-

  STU6209  6209  € 405,-

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options..

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   

  country (page 3).  

6204

6207

6201

6205

6208

6202

6206

6209

6203

Rug, wall-to-wall
Cut Pile
100% Pure New Wool
Rectangular or circular
± 2.525 g/m²
± 4.025 g/m²
14 mm
Action Back P.P.
2 or 4 meter
Cfl-s1
9 standard colors, custom colors available 
on request from 100 m²
+ suitable for residential as well as contract
+ long-lasting & fire retardant
+ VOC-emission label A+

STEP UP 16

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Shape
Pile weight
Carpet weight
Pile height
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors

Advantages
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  STEP UP 9 PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR RUG WITH 
       OVERLOCK EDGE*

Rug  STU6301  6301  €  265,- 
  STU6302  6302  €  265,- 
  STU6303  6303  €  265,- 
  STU6304  6304  €  235,-
  STU6305  6305  €  235,- 
  STU6306  6306  €  235,- 
  STU6307  6307  €  235,-
  STU6308  6308  €  235,- 
  STU6309  6309  €  235,- 
  STU6310  6310  €  235,- 
  STU6311  6311  €  235,-
  STU6312  6312  € 235,- 
  STU6313  6313  €  235,- 
  STU6314  6314  €  235,- 
  STU6315  6315  €  235,- 
  STU6316  6316  €  235,- 
  STU6317  6317  €  235,- 
  STU6318  6318  € 235,- 
  STU6319  6319  €  235,- 
  STU6320  6320  €  235,- 

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

6306

6311

6303

6316

6307

6312

6317

63086305

6320

6304

6319

631363106309

6318

6302

6315

6301

6314

Rug, wall-to-wall
Cut Pile
100% Pure New Wool
Rectangular or circular
± 1.350 g/m²
± 2.850 g/m²
7,2 mm 
Action Back P.P.
2 or 4 meter
Bfl-s1
20 standard colors, custom colors available  
on request from 200 m²
+ available as stair runner 
+ suitable for residential as well as contract
+ long-lasting & fire retardant
+ VOC-emission label A+

STEP UP 9

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Shape
Pile weight
Carpet weight
Pile height
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors

Advantages
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  SUPER MOON PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  SUM4301  4301  € 669,-      

  SUM4302  4302  € 669,-   

  SUM4303  4303  € 669,-   

  SUM4304  4304  € 669,-   

  SUM4305  4305  € 669,-   

  SUM4306  4306  € 669,-   

  SUM4307  4307  € 669,-   

  SUM4308  4308  € 669,-  

  SUM4309  4309  € 669,-   

 

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  PILE HEIGHT PRICE P/M2     

Rug  SUM-special (runner) 12mm  € 669,- 

  SUM-special  up to 18 mm € 669,- 

  SUM-special  20-29 mm € 719,- 

  SUM-special  30-39 mm € 759,- 

  SUM-special  40-45 mm € 779,- 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   

  country (page 3).  

  

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
5500 gr/m2

18 mm (standard)  or custom height
Hand tufted
9 Standard + 110 uni + any custom color
100% Mohair
Bfl-s1 
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 110 
uni colors (see Mohair color box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request (ask 
about the terms and possibilities)
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

SUPER MOON

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

4301 4302 4303

4307 4308 4309

4304 4305 4306
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  SUPER MOON 45 PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  SUM45 4301  4301  € 779,-      

  SUM45 4302  4302  € 779,-   

  SUM45 4303  4303  € 779,-   

  SUM45 4304  4304  € 779,-   

  SUM45 4305  4305  € 779,-   

  SUM45 4306  4306  € 779,-   

  SUM45 4307  4307  € 779,-   

  SUM45 4308  4308  € 779,-  

  SUM45 4309  4309  € 779,-   

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

 

Rug, wall-to-wall, runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
6000 gr/m2

45 mm (standard) or custom height
Hand tufted
9 Standard + 110 uni + any custom color
100% Mohair
Bfl-s1
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color (mix or uni) out of 110 
uni colors (see Mohair color box)
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request (ask 
about the terms and possibilities)
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

SUPER MOON 45

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

4301 4302 4303

4307 4308 4309

4304 4305 4306
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  THINK BIG PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  THB6901  6901  € 799,-      

  

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

6901

Rug
Frankly Amsterdam
All sizes possible
5500 gr/m2

12 mm + 45 mm
Handtufted
1 Standard, custom colors on request 
Frankly Amsterdam
Eucalyptus (center) & Mohair (border)
Eucalyptus Cfl-s1, Mohair Bfl-s1
+ delivery time for this rug is 6 weeks
+ all sizes possible
+ eyecatching higher border with rounded corners
+ high quality Mohair and Eucalyptus yarn
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

THINK BIG

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages
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  UN FOLD PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  UNF8501  8501  € 799,-      

  UNF8502  8502  € 799,-   

  UNF8503  8503  € 799,-   

  UNF8504  8504  € 799,-   

  UNF8505  8505  € 799,-   

  UNF8506  8506  € 799,-   

  UNF8507  8507  € 799,-   

   

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug, wall-to-wall, runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size possible
4700 gr/m2
14/20 mm
Hand tufted
7 Standard + 110 uni + any custom color
Christiane Müller
100% Mohair
Bfl-s1
+ any size and shape possible
+ possibilty to create your own color (mix or uni) 
out of 110 uni colors from our Mohair color box
+ custom colors can be lab-dyed on request 
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

UN FOLD

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

8501 8502 8503

8507

8504 8505 8506
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        GRADIENT PRICE LIST FOR MOVE SLOW, SUPER MOON AND SHOW OFF   

ARTICLE       ARTICLE CODE  COLOR     PRICE P/M2

Move Slow       MOS gradient  choose 2 or more colors from  from € 899,- *      

rug, (stair)runner      our Eucalyptus color box   

Super Moon       SUM gradient  choose 2 or more colors from  from € 899,- *     

rug, (stair)runner     our Mohair color box   

Show Off       SHO gradient  choose 2 or more colors from  from € 899,- *     

rug, runner      our Bamboo or Mohair color box   

 
   * Prices are based on a gradient with 2 colors in the similar color tone (as shown on   
  the left page). For more complex gradients with multiple colors we will perform a   
  color study with a custom price.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug, (stair)runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
Move Slow gradient 16 mm, 6000 gr/m2 ,
Super Moon gradient 18 mm, 5000  gr/m2 , 
Show Off gradient 40 mm, 5700 gr/m2 , 
or request a custom height
Hand tufted
Select a start and end color for your custom 
gradient (minimum 2 colors)
Move Slow gradient 100% Eucalyptus,
Super Moon gradient Mohair
Show Off gradient 50% Mohair, 50% Bamboo
+ any size, pattern and shape possible
+ choose your own color from our color boxes
+ gradients can be linear, radial or organic
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

 

Available as
Design
Size
Height and weight

Technique
Colors

Material 

Advantages

GRADIENTS (MOVE SLOW, SUPER MOON AND SHOW OFF)



WOVEN RUGS
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  ALL STAR PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  PADDED FOLDED EDGE*
    
Rug  ALS8801  8801  €  209,-   € 333,-
  ALS8802  8802  €  209,-   €  333,- 
  ALS8803  8803  € 209,-   €  333,-
  ALS8804  8804  €  209,-    €  333,-
  ALS8805  8805  €  209,-   € 333,-
  ALS8806  8806  €  209,-   €  333,- 
  ALS8807  8807  € 209,-   €  333,-
  ALS8808  8808  €  209,-    €  333,-
  ALS8809  8809  €  209,-   €  333,- 
  ALS8810  8810  € 209,-   €  333,-
  ALS8811  8811  €  209,-    €  333,-

  
  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
 
	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.
  Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, therefore they can  
  only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin  
  around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Max. rug width for this finish is 380 cm.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

 ALL STAR

400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.650 g/m²
± 5 mm
Gel backing / Color 8801 and 8808 have a 
Precoat Latex backing
4 meter
Cfl-s1 / Efl for color 8801 and 8808
11 standard
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

ALL STAR

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing

Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

8809

8810 8811

8805 8806

8807 8808

8804

880388028801

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  BOTTOM LINE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2      

Rug  BOL5001  5001  € 799,-  

  BOL5002  5002  € 799,-  

  BOL5003  5003  € 799,-  

  BOL5004  5004  € 799,-  

  BOL5005  5005  € 799,-  

  BOL5006  5006  € 799,-  

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  
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BOTTOM LINE

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Delivery time
Material 
Endings

Advantages

Rug, (stair) runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Maximum width 5 meter, infinite length
Handwoven
6 Standard + 161 uni
6 Weeks
25% Eucalyptus, 75% Virgin wool
Plain :            Blind:

  
        

+ European production
+ Any size possible
+ Maximum width 5 meters
+ 110 wool- and 51 Eucalyptuscolors to choose 
from
+ Suitable for residential as well as soft contract

BOTTOM LINE

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Endings

Fire classification 
Advantages

Rug, runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Maximum width 5 meter, infinite length
Handwoven
6 Standard + 161 uni
Christiane Müller
25% Eucalyptus, 75% Virgin Wool
Plain ending:   Blind ending:

Eucalyptus Cfl-s1, Virgin Wool Bfl-s1 
+ European production
+ any size possible
+ maximum width 5 meters
+ 110 Wool- and 51 Eucalyptus colors to choose from
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

5001 5002

5005 5006

5003 5004
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  DAY OFF PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2

       OVERLOCK EDGE*  WITH BORDER*
    
Rug  DAO7201  7201  €  235,-   € 299,-
  DAO7202  7202  €  235,-   €  299,- 
  DAO7203  7203  € 235,-   €  299,-
  DAO7204  7204  €  235,-    €  299,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

DAY OFF

200cm or 400cm

7203

7201

7204

7202

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.600 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
4 standard colors
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

DAY OFF

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  EAGLE EYE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2  

Rug  EAE5101  5101  € 829,-  

  EAE5102  5102  € 829,-  

  EAE5103  5103  € 829,-  

  EAE5104  5104  € 829,-  

  EAE5105  5105  € 829,-  

  EAE5106  5106  € 829,-  

  EAE5107  5107  € 829,-  

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

EAGLE EYE

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Endings

Fire classification 
Advantages

Rug, (stair)runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Maximum width 5 meter, infinite length
Handwoven
7 Standard + 110 uni
Christiane Müller 
100% Wool
Plain ending:      Blind ending:

Bfl-s1 
+ European production
+ Any size possible
+ maximum width 5 meters
+ 110 Wool colors to choose from
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

51025101 5103

5106 5107

5104 5105
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EAGLE EYE

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Delivery time
Material 
Endings

Advantages

Rug, (stair) runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Maximum width 5 meter, infinite length
Handwoven
7 Standard + 110 uni
6 Weeks
100% Virgin wool
Plain :            Blind:

+ European production
+ Any size possible
+ Maximum width 5 meters
+ 110 woolcolors to choose from
+ Suitable for residential as well as soft contract
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  EASY GOING PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2

       OVERLOCK EDGE*  WITH BORDER* 
   

Rug  EAG7401  7401  € 235,-   € 299,-     

  EAG7402  7402  € 235,-   € 299,-    

  EAG7403  7403  € 235,-   € 299,- 

  EAG7404  7404  € 235,-   € 299,-   

  EAG7405  7405  € 235,-   € 299,-    

  EAG7406  7406  € 235,-   €           299,-  

 

  
  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.

  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

EASY GOING

200cm or 400cm

7403

7405

7401

7404 7406

7402

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET 
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.400 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex 
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
6 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

EASY GOING

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  FRONT ROW PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  PADDED FOLDED EDGE*
    
Rug  FRR8901  8901  €  209,-   € 333,-
  FRR8902  8902  €  209-   €  333,- 
  FRR8903  8903  € 209,-   €  333,-
  FRR8904  8904  €  209,-    €  333,-
  FRR8905  8905  € 209,-   €  333,-
  FRR8906  8906  €  209,-    €  333,-  
  FRR8907  8907  € 209,-   €  333,-
  FRR8908  8908  €  209,-    €  333,-  

  

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.
  Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, thereforee they can  
  only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin  
  around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Max. rug width for this finish is 380 cm.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

FRONT ROW

400cm

8901 8902 8903

8907 8908

8904 8905 8906

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.650 g/m² 
± 4 mm
Gel backing
4 meter
Cfl-s1
8 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof
+ available as rug in rectangle, square and round 
shape

FRONT ROW

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  GOOD LIFE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2

       OVERLOCK EDGE*  WITH BORDER*
    
Rug  GOL7301  7301  €  235,-   € 299,-
  GOL7302  7302  €  235,-   €  299,- 
  GOL7303  7303  € 235,-   €  299,-
  GOL7304  7304  €  235,-    €  299,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
 
	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

GOOD LIFE

200cm or 400cm

7303

7301

7304

7302

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.300 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex 
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
4 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

GOOD LIFE

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size 
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  HIGH TIDE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2

       OVERLOCK EDGE*  WITH BORDER*
    
Rug  HIT7101  7101  €  235,-   € 299,-
  HIT7102  7102  €  235,-   €  299,- 
  HIT7103  7103  € 235,-   €  299,-
  HIT7104  7104  €  235,-    €  299,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
 
	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

HIGH TIDE

200cm or 400cm

7103

7101

7104

7102

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.600 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex 
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
4 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

HIGH TIDE

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  LAY OUT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  
    
Rug  LAO1601  1601  €  335,-   

  LAO1602  1602  €  335,-    
  LAO1603  1603  € 335,-   

  LAO1604  1604  €  335,-    

    

Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please take cutting loss into account, in case 
the requested rug size is smaller than the width of the roll. If you need any help with calculations, 
we are glad to be of service.

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping 
costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). This product is 
always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity. Please note that this 
can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug. 

LAY OUT

400cm

1603

1601

1604

1602

Rug, runner
Loop pile
100% Wool
4m width, up to 32m length
Any shape possible
± 2.700 g/m²
± 7 mm
Jute & cotton
4 meters
Bfl-s1
4 standard colors
+ suitable for heavy domestic use and soft contract
+ durable and hypoallergenic properties 
+ natural backing with jute and cotton
+ custom shape possible

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction

LAY OUT

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages
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  LINE UP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  
    
Rug  LIP1701   1701  €  335,-   

  LIP1702   1702  €  335,-    
  LIP1703   1703  € 335,-   

  LIP1704   1704  €  335,-    

    

Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please take cutting loss into account, in case 
the requested rug size is smaller than the width of the roll. If you need any help with calculations, 
we are glad to be of service.

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping 
costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). This product is 
always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity. Please note that this 
can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug. 

LINE UP 

400cm

1703

1701

1704

1702

Rug, runner
Loop pile
100% Wool
4m width, up to 32m length
Any shape possible
± 2.700 g/m²
± 7 mm
Jute & cotton
4 meters
Bfl-s1
4 standard colors
+ suitable for heavy domestic use and soft contract
+ durable and hypoallergenic properties 
+ natural backing with jute and cotton
+ custom shape possible

LINE UP

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  MILE STONE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  MIS4901  4901  € 775,-  

  MIS4902  4902  € 775,-  

  MIS4903  4903  € 775,-  

  MIS4904  4904  € 775,-  

  MIS4905  4905  € 775,-  

  MIS4906  4906  € 775,-  

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

MILE STONE

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Endings

Fire classification 
Advantages

Rug, runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Maximum width 5 meter, infinite length
Handwoven
6 Standard + 161 uni
Christiane Müller
50% Eucalyptus, 50% Virgin Wool
Plain ending:   Blind ending:

Eucalyptus Cfl-s1, Virgin Wool Bfl-s1
+ European production
+ any size possible
+ maximum width 5 meters
+ 110 Wool- and 51 Eucalyptus colors to choose from
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

4901 4902

4905 4906

4903 4904

www.frankly.amsterdam   |   Sumatrakade 735-737, 1019 PV Amsterdam NL   |   T + 31 (0) 20 737 0818  

MILE STONE

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Delivery time
Material 
Endings

Advantages

Rug, (stair) runner
Frankly Amsterdam
Maximum width 5 meter, infinite length
Handwoven
6 Standard + 161 uni
6 Weeks
50% Eucalyptus, 50% Virgin wool
Plain :            Blind:

+ European production
+ Any size possible
+ Maximum width 5 meters
+ 110 wool- and 51 Eucalyptuscolors to choose 
from
+ Suitable for residential as well as soft contract
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  NEXT STEP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  PADDED FOLDED EDGE*
    
Rug  NES9101  9101  €  222,-   € 339,-
  NES9102  9102  €  222,-   €  339,- 
  NES910 3  9103  € 222,-   €  339,-
  NES9104  9104  €  222,-    €  339,-
  NES9105  9105  €  222,-    €  339,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.
  Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, therefore they can  
  only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin  
  around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Max. rug width for this finish is 380 cm.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

NEXT STEP

400cm

9101 9102 9103

9104 9105

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.900 g/m²
± 5 mm
Gel backing
4 meter
Cfl-s1
5 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

NEXT STEP

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  NO DOUBT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  PADDED FOLDED EDGE*
    
Rug  NOD9101  9001  €  222,-   € 339,-
  NOD9002  9002  €  222,-   €  339,- 
  NOD9003  9003  € 222,-   €  339,-
  NOD9004  9004  €  222,-    €  339,-
  NOD9005  9005  €  222,-    €  339,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.
Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, thereforee they can 
only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin 
around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Max. rug width for this finish is 380 cm.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

NO DOUBT

400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.950 g/m²
± 5 mm
Gel backing 
4 meters
Dfl-s1
5 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

NO DOUBT 

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

9001 9002 9003

9004 9005

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  OUT LINE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  
    
Rug  OUL1801  1801  €  335,-   

  OUL1802  1802  €  335,-    
  OUL1803  1803  € 335,-   

  OUL1804  1804  €  335,-    

    

Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please take cutting loss into account, in case 
the requested rug size is smaller than the width of the roll. If you need any help with calculations, 
we are glad to be of service.

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping 
costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). This product is 
always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity. Please note that this 
can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug. 

OUT LINE

400cm

1803

1801

1804

1802

Rug, runner
Loop pile
100% Wool
4m width, up to 32m length
Any shape possible
± 2.700 g/m²
± 7 mm
Jute & cotton
4 meters
Bfl-s1
4 standard colors
+ suitable for heavy domestic use and soft contract
+ durable and hypoallergenic properties 
+ natural backing with jute and cotton
+ custom shape possible

OUT LINE

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  ROLL OVER PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  

Rug  ROO6101  6101  €  215,- 

  ROO6102  6102  €  215,- 

  ROO6103  6103  €  215,- 

  ROO6104  6104  €  215,- 

  ROO6105  6105  €  215,- 

  ROO6106  6106  €  215,- 

  

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

ROLL OVER

200cm or 400cm

6104

6101

6105

6102

6106

6103

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop Pile
100% Wool
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length.
Rectangular or circular
± 1.060 g/m²
± 2.000 g/m²
± 3,0 mm
± 4,0 mm
P.P. & Latex
2 or 4 meter
Bfl-s1
6 standard
+ suitable for residential as well as contract
+ long-lasting & fire retardant
+ castor proof
+ VOC-emission label A+

ROLL OVER

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Pile weight
Carpet weight
Pile height
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction



OUTDOOR RUGS
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  ALL STAR PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  PADDED FOLDED EDGE*
    
Rug  ALS8801  8801  €  209,-   € 333,-
  ALS8802  8802  €  209,-   €  333,- 
  ALS8803  8803  € 209,-   €  333,-
  ALS8804  8804  €  209,-    €  333,-
  ALS8805  8805  €  209,-   € 333,-
  ALS8806  8806  €  209,-   €  333,- 
  ALS8807  8807  € 209,-   €  333,-
  ALS8808  8808  €  209,-    €  333,-
  ALS8809  8809  €  209,-   €  333,- 
  ALS8810  8810  € 209,-   €  333,-
  ALS8811  8811  €  209,-    €  333,-

  
  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
 
	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.
  Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, therefore they can  
  only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin  
  around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Max. rug width for this finish is 380 cm.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

 ALL STAR

400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.650 g/m²
± 5 mm
Gel backing. Color 8801 and 8808 have a 
Precoat Latex backing
4 meter
Cfl-s1 / Efl for color 8801 and 8808
11 standard
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall and stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

ALL STAR

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing

Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

8809

8810 8811

8805 8806

8807 8808

8804

880388028801

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  BOTTOM LINE OUTDOOR PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  BOL6601  6601  € 939,-   

   BOL6602  6602  € 939,- 

   BOL6603  6603  € 939,- 

   BOL6604  6604  € 939,- 

   BOL6605  6605  € 939,- 

 

 
  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

BOTTOM LINE OUTDOOR

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Endings
Advantages

Rug, outdoor rug
Frankly Amsterdam
Maximum width 5 meter, infinite length
Handwoven
6 Standard, 25 uni for custom colormix
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Polypropylene
Blind ending (as photo above)
+ suitable for outdoor use
+ European production
+ maximum width 5 meters
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

6601 6602 6603

66056604
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  DAY OFF PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2

       OVERLOCK EDGE*  WITH BORDER*
    
Rug  DAO7201  7201  €  235,-   € 299,-
  DAO7202  7202  €  235,-   €  299,- 
  DAO7203  7203  € 235,-   €  299,-
  DAO7204  7204  €  235,-    €  299,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

DAY OFF

200cm or 400cm

7203

7201

7204

7202

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.600 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
4 standard colors
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall  and stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

DAY OFF

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  EASY GOING PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2

       OVERLOCK EDGE*  WITH BORDER* 
   

Rug  EAG7401  7401  € 235,-   € 299,-     

  EAG7402  7402  € 235,-   € 299,-    

  EAG7403  7403  € 235,-   € 299,- 

  EAG7404  7404  € 235,-   € 299,-   

  EAG7405  7405  € 235,-   € 299,-    

  EAG7406  7406  € 235,-   €           299,-  

 

  
  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.

  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 
EASY GOING

200cm or 400cm

7403

7405

7401

7404 7406

7402

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.400 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex 
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
6 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall and stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

EASY GOING

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  FRONT ROW PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  PADDED FOLDED EDGE*
    
Rug  FRR8901  8901  €  209,-   € 333,-
  FRR8902  8902  €  209-   €  333,- 
  FRR8903  8903  € 209,-   €  333,-
  FRR8904  8904  €  209,-    €  333,-
  FRR8905  8905  € 209,-   €  333,-
  FRR8906  8906  €  209,-    €  333,-  
  FRR8907  8907  € 209,-   €  333,-
  FRR8908  8908  €  209,-    €  333,-  

  

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.
  Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, thereforee they can  
  only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin  
  around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Max. rug width for this finish is 380 cm.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

FRONT ROW

400cm

8901 8902 8903

8907 8908

8904 8905 8906

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.650 g/m²
± 4 mm
Gel backing
4 meter
Cfl-s1
8 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall and stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

FRONT ROW

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  GOOD LIFE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2

       OVERLOCK EDGE*  WITH BORDER*
    
Rug  GOL7301  7301  €  235,-   € 299,-
  GOL7302  7302  €  235,-   €  299,- 
  GOL7303  7303  € 235,-   €  299,-
  GOL7304  7304  €  235,-    €  299,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
 
	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

GOOD LIFE

200cm or 400cm

7303

7301

7304

7302

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.300 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex 
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
4 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall carpet and 
stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

GOOD LIFE

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size 
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  HIGH TIDE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2

       OVERLOCK EDGE*  WITH BORDER*
    
Rug  HIT7101  7101  €  235,-   € 299,-
  HIT7102  7102  €  235,-   €  299,- 
  HIT7103  7103  € 235,-   €  299,-
  HIT7104  7104  €  235,-    €  299,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in  
  your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
 
	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

HIGH TIDE

200cm or 400cm

7103

7101

7104

7102

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.600 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex 
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
4 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall carpet and 
stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

HIGH TIDE

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  NEXT STEP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  PADDED FOLDED EDGE*
    
Rug  NES9101  9101  €  222,-   € 339,-
  NES9102  9102  €  222,-   €  339,- 
  NES910 3  9103  € 222,-   €  339,-
  NES9104  9104  €  222,-    €  339,-
  NES9105  9105  €  222,-    €  339,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.
  Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, therefore they can  
  only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin  
  around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Max. rug width for this finish is 380 cm.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

NEXT STEP

400cm

9101 9102 9103

9104 9105

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.900 g/m²
± 5 mm
Gel backing
4 meter
Cfl-s1
5 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall carpet and 
stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

NEXT STEP

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  NO DOUBT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  PADDED FOLDED EDGE*
    
Rug  NOD9101  9001  €  222,-   € 339,-
  NOD9002  9002  €  222,-   €  339,- 
  NOD9003  9003  € 222,-   €  339,-
  NOD9004  9004  €  222,-    €  339,-
  NOD9005  9005  €  222,-    €  339,-

    

  Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.

	 	 *	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.
Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, thereforee they can 
only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin 
around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Max. rug width for this finish is 380 cm.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

NO DOUBT

400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.950 g/m²
± 5 mm
Gel backing 
4 meter
Dfl-s1
5 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall carpet and 
stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

NO DOUBT 

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

9001 9002 9003

9004 9005

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  OFF SHORE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2      

Rug  OFS5401  5401  € 949,-   

   OFS5402  5402  € 949,- 

   OFS5403  5403  € 949,- 

   OFS5404  5404  € 949,- 

   OFS5405  5405  € 949,- 

   OFS5406  5406  € 949,- 

  

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

OFF SHORE

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Endings
Advantages

Rug, outdoor rug
Frankly Amsterdam
Maximum width 5 meter, infinite length
Handwoven
6 standard, 19 uni
Christiane Müller
100% Polypropylene
Blind ending (as photo above)
+ suitable for outdoor use
+ European production
+ Any size possible
+ maximum width 5 meters
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

5401 5402 5403

5404 5405 5406
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  OVER SEAS PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2      

Rug  OVS6501  6501  € 665,- 

  OVS6502  6502  € 665,-   

  OVS6504  6504  € 665,-   

  OVS6505  6505  € 665,-   

  OVS6506  6506  € 665,-   

  OVS6507  6507  € 665,-   

  OVS6508  6508  € 665,-   

  OVS6509  6509  € 665,-   

  OVS6510  6510  € 665,-   

  OVS6511  6511  € 665,-   

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

OVER SEAS

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Advantages

Rug, outdoor rug
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size and shape possible
Hand tufted
10 standard
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Polypropylene
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ European production
+ any size and shape possible
+ suitable for residential as well as soft 
contract

6509 6510 6511

6505 6506 6507

6508

650465026501
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Folded	edge	finish

This edge finish is available for:
- Roll Over

For rugs with a folded edge 
please calculate a 10cm margin 
around all edges. Maximum rug 
width for this finish is 380 cm.

Folded	padded	edge	finish	

This edge finish is available for: 
- All Star
- Front Row
- Next Step
- No Doubt

Please calculate a 10cm margin 
around all edges for a rug with 
folded padded edge. Maximum 
rug width for this finish is 380 cm. 

Rugs with a folded padded edge 
will have felted padding at the 
bottom, thereforee they can only 
be used indoors and can not be 
used for stair runners. 

RUG EDGE FINISHING OPTIONS

Overlock	edge	finish	(1	cm)

This edge finish is available for: 
- All Star 
- Day Off
- Easy Going
- Front Row
- Good Life
- High Tide
- No Doubt
- Next Step
- On Return (with straight or 
  rounded corner) 
- Step up 9 (with straight or 
  rounded corner)

Hand	shaven	edge	finish

This edge finish is only available 
for Step Up 16.

Border	finish	(3cm)

This edge finish is available for:
- Day Off
- Easy Going
- Good Life
- High Tide

Wool	overlock	edge	finish

This edge finish is available for:
- Lay Out
- Line Up
- Out Line



FRANKLY STUDIO
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  AFTER GLOW PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  AFG4101  4101  € 1.039,-      

  AFG4102  4102  € 1.039,- 

  AFG4103  4103  € 1.039,-  

  AFG4104  4104  € 1.039,-  

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

4101 4102

4103 4104

Rug
Nicemakers
All sizes possible, if bigger than 250 x 350 cm
5500 gr/m2

16 mm
Handtufted
4 Standard 
Nicemakers
50% Eucalyptus, 50% Mohair
Eucalyptus Cfl-s1, Mohair Bfl-s1
+ delivery time for this rug is 6 weeks
+ exclusive design
+ special graphic look
+ extremely high quality Mohair and Eucalyptus yarn
+ pattern scales along with the size of the rug
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract

AFTER GLOW

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification 
Advantages
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  CAPITAL CITY PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  CAC01   01  € 1.099,-      

  CAC02   02  € 1.099,- 

  CAC03   03  € 1.099,-  

  CAC04   04  € 1.099,-

  CAC05   05  € 1.099,-  

  CAC06   06  € 1.099,- 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug, wall rug
Els van Egmond
All sizes possible, from 200x300cm
5000 gr/m2

10 mm & 14 mm
Handtufted and hand carved
6 Standard 
Els van Egmond
100% New Zealand Wool 
Bfl-s1
+ delivery time for this rug is 4-6 weeks
+ exclusive design
+ special graphic look
+ extremely high quality New Zealand Wool
+ pattern scales along with the size of the rug

CAPITAL CITY 

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification 
Advantages

01 02

05 06

03

04
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  EN SUITE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  ENS3201  3201  € 1.066,-      

  ENS3202  3202  € 1.066,- 

  ENS3203  3203  € 1.066,-  

  ENS3204  3204  € 1.066,- 

  ENS3205  3205  € 1.066,- 

  ENS3206  3206  € 1.066,- 

   

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

3201 3202

3205 3206

3203 3204

Rug
Mae Engelgeer
Any size possible, based on squares of 50 x 50 cm
6500 gr/m2

8 mm (loop), 15 mm (degrade), 35 mm (high pile)
Hand tufted
6 Standard 
Mae Engelgeer
70% Eucalyptus, 30% Wool
Eucalyptus Cfl-s1, Wool Bfl-s1
+ unlimited size, if dividable by 50 cm in both width and 
length
+ exclusive design
+ special, graphic look
+ dynamic 3D effect

EN SUITE

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification 
Advantages
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  FULL CIRCLE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  FUC3601  3601  € 875,-      

  FUC3602  3602  € 875,- 

  FUC3603  3603  € 875,-  

  FUC3604  3604  € 875,- 

  FUC3605  3605  € 875,- 

  FUC3606  3606  € 875,- 

  FUC3607  3607  € 875,- 

  FUC3608  3608  € 875,- 

  FUC3609  3609  € 875,- 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug
Mae Engelgeer
All sizes possible
5500 gr/m2

8mm (loop), 10mm (low pile), 24mm (high pile)
Hand tufted
9 Standard 
Mae Engelgeer
99% Mohair (details of Wool and Eucalyptus)
Mohair Bfl-s1 (Wool Bfl-s1, Eucalyptus Cfl-s1)
+ unlimited size
+ exclusive design
+ special graphic look
+ dynamic 3D effect
+ extremely high quality Mohair yarn

FULL CIRCLE

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification 
Advantages

3601 3602 3603

3607 3608 3609

3604 3605 3606
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  NIGHT FIRE PATTERN PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  NIF5509  5509  € 919,-      

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug
Nicemakers
Any size possible, if bigger than 200 x 300 cm 
5500 gr/m2

16 mm
Hand tufted
1 Standard, with 19 color mixes
Nicemakers
100% Eucalyptus
Cfl-s1
+ Any size possible (bigger than 200 x 300 cm)
+ soft and suitable for sensitive skin
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract
+ delivery time in 6 weeks

NIGHT FIRE PATTERN

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material 
Fire classification 
Advantages 5509
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  THE MOON PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  PRICE P/M2     

Rug  THM8701  8701  € 950,-        

 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

Rug
Art in Return
170x240cm, 210x300cm, 250x350cm, 320x450cm
3500 gr/m2
12 mm + 35 mm
Hand tufted
2 standard colors + any custom color
100% Wool
Bfl-s1
+ any size possible within the same ratio.
+ possibilty to create your own mix color out of
110 uni colors (see wool box)
+ graphic design by Art in Return
+ a strong and soft fiber
+ naturally heat regulating, suitable in all
seasons

THE MOON

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Height
Technique
Colors
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages
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  VERTICAL TRANSFORMATION WALL RUG PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE   SIZE     PRICE P/PIECE 

Wall rug VET5901   140 x 140 cm   €  7.575,-     

  VET5902    140 x 140 cm  €  9.999,-     

 

 
  A hanging system can be ordered seperately. Read the information on the    
  next page or contact us for more info. 

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price per m2 does   
  not include the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per   
  country (page 3).  

  

Adjust color 107 to one of these 
pre-selected colors, or any other color 
from our Eucalyptus color box.

nr 31nr 107 nr 92 nr 79

nr 68 nr 3 nr 12 nr 21

Wall rug
Claes Iversen
140 x 140 cm, contact our studio for 
special sizes
10 - 30 mm
Hand tufted and hand knotted
1 Standard, custom color block available 
for VET5902 (see right side)
Claes Iversen
Eucalyptus, Wool, Mohair, Wool fringes
Eucalyptus Cfl-s1, Mohair and Wool Bfl-s1
+ home couture
+ European production
+ improves acoustics
+ functional and pretty to watch 

VERTICAL TRANSFORMATION

Available as
Design
Size

Height
Technique
Colors

Color design
Material 
Fire classification
Advantages

5901

5902
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  HANGING SYSTEM PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE   SIZE    PRICE P/PIECE 

-  Hanging system wood   up to 150 cm  €  99,-     

-  Hanging system aluminium  up to 150 cm  €  199,-     

 

 
  Please contact us for more information regarding hanging sytems above 150 cm.

  

rug: wall:Wall rugs
Standard up to 150 cm, please contact us for 
sizes above 150 cm
French cleat system
Wood of aluminium 
2 pre-drilled slats including screws and plugs

HANGING SYSTEM

Applicable to
Size

Technique
Material
Content
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+ stainresistant and naturally anti-bacterial
+ natural and effective moisture management
+ exellent natural elasticity
+ a strong and soft fiber
+ highly wear-resistant
+ naturally heat regulating, suitable in all seasons

Wool is also a responsible material in many ways:
+ our Wool comes strictly from sheep living in Europe
+ the Wool fiber is completely biodegradable
+ Wool is a renewable product
+ our processes are all animal friendly
+ the dyeing of our Wool yarn is 100% ecological

We have an extensive range of color 
options for our Wool yarn:

+ 110 uni colors for the thicker Wool yarn 
(100% virgin Wool)
+ 81 colors for thin Wool yarn (a mix of 
20% Mohair and 80% virgin Wool), used in 
En Suite
+ a possibility to mix your own color out 
of these uni colors
+ a possibility to have custom colors 
lab-dyed (contact us for more info)

WOOL COLOR BOX

WHY WOOL?       OUR COLOR OPTIONS
Eucalyptus has a number of great advantages:
+ its smooth surface and soft touch
+ longlasting shine
+ amazing moisture management
+ naturally antibacterial
+ suitable to sensitive skin

Eucalyptus is also a responsible material in many ways:
+ the wood for this fibre comes from sustainable European 
forests
+ 99,5% of production solvents are recovered and re-used
+ requires only 2,8% of the water needed to produce cotton
+ the fibre is completely biodegradable
+ we have a responsible dyeing process

We have an extensive range of color 
options for our Eucalyptus yarn:

+ 110 uni colors for Move Slow, Perfect 
Match & Chasing Light qualities
+ 51 uni colors for At Random and Colour 
Me qualities
+ a possibility to mix your own color out 
of these uni colors
+ a possibility to have custom colors 
lab-dyed (contact us for more info)

EUCALYPTUS COLOR BOX

WHY EUCALYPTUS?      OUR COLOR OPTIONS
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+ soft to the skin
+ velvet look with a luxurious appearance
+ vibrant coloring with a melange look
+ anti-bacterial and suitable for people with allergies
+ smell resistant

Bamboo is also a responsible material in many ways:
+ Bamboo yarn is environmental friendly
+ it comes from a natural and sustainable source
+ it is a renewable source and the fastest growing woody 
plant on our planet
+ it releases abundant oxygen into the atmosphere
+ the dyeing of our Bamboo yarn is eco-friendly

We have an extensive range of color 
options for our Bamboo yarn:

+ 77 uni colors for Bamboo qualities like 
Day Light and Show Off
+ a possibility to mix your own color up to 
6 colors from the color box
+ a possibility to have custom colors 
lab-dyed (contact us for more info)

BAMBOO COLOR BOX

WHY BAMBOO?      OUR COLOR OPTIONS
+ a strong and soft fiber
+ deep and brilliant colors
+ stainresistant and naturally anti-bacterial
+ natural and effective moisture management
+ exellent natural elasticity
+ highly wear-resistant

Mohair is also a responsible material in many ways:
+ the Mohair fiber is completely biodegradable
+ Mohair is a renewable product
+ our processes are all animal friendly
+ the dyeing of our Wool yarn is 100% ecological

We have an extensive range of color 
options for our Mohair yarn:

+ 110 uni colors for all Mohair qualities, 
like Super Moon, En Suite and Full Circle
+ a possibility to mix your own color out 
of these uni colors
+ a possibility to have custom colors 
lab-dyed (contact us for more info)

MOHAIR COLOR BOX

WHY MOHAIR?       OUR COLOR OPTIONS
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+ thanks to its PET characteristics, this yarn is exceptionally 
strong, making it an excellent choice for high-traffic areas
+ the transformation process of post-consumer PET bottles 
into yarns results in a wool-like softness
+ this non-absorbent yarn is effortless to maintain
+ incredibly easy to clean
+ hypoallergenic, making it a suitable option for individuals 
with allergies

Biodegradable PET is a responsible material in many ways:
+ made from post-consumer recycled plastic bottles
+ recycling a single PET bottle can conserve enough energy 
to light a 60 watt bulb for up to 6 hours
+ under the correct cirumstances this yarn is 100% 
biodegradable within 12 months in landfill and/or sea water 

+ Soil left behind from the degradation 
process contains no plastic and remains 
perfectly suitable for plant growth
+ It is important to note that this PET is only 
biodegradable under the correct circumstances 
and should not be mixed with regular plastic 
waste.

OUR COLOR OPTIONS 
+ 35 uni colors
+ a possibility to mix your own color up to 6 
colors from the color box
+ a possibility to have custom colors 
lab-dyed (contact us for more info)

BIODEGRADABLE PET COLOR BOX

WHY BIODEGRADABLE PET?    
+ anexceptionally soft and fluffy texture
+ a fiber that can be easily washed and cleaned
+ it offers a dense appearance with a remarkably soft touch
+ hypoallergenic, making it a suitable option for individuals 
with allergies
+ due to its natural characteristic, Cotton yarn is highly 
absorbent, preventing electrostatic charging 
+ resilient yarn which can recover into it original shape

Cotton is also a responsible material in many ways:
+ the OKO-TEX STANDARD 100 GMO guarantees every 
component of this product has undergone rigorous testing 
to eradicate any harmful substances

+ made out of organic cotton, meaning 
only natural methods and no toxic 
chemicals have been used during the 
farming process
+ the seeds to produce organic cotton 
are non GMO (free of contaminations)
+ a renewable resource that is 100% 
natural and therefore biodegradable

OUR COLOR OPTIONS
+ 55 uni colors
+ a possibility to mix your own color up to 
10 colors from the color box
+ a possibility to have custom colors 
lab-dyed (contact us for more info)

COTTON COLOR BOX

WHY COTTON?      
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  RUG SAMPLE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SAMPLE TYPE     SIZE    PRICE P/PIECE 

   

Sample  Tufted/woven sample   15x15cm   € 25,- *      

  Tufted/woven sample   20x20cm   € 30,- * 

  Tufted/woven sample   30x30cm   € 40,- *  

 

Color box Eucalyptus color box   110 colors   € 125,-

  Wool color box   110 colors   € 125,-

  Mohair color box   110 colors   € 125,-

  Bamboo color box   77 colors   € 125,-

  Cotton color box   55 colors + 2 samples  € 125,-

  Biodegradable PET color box  35 colors + 2 samples  € 125,-

Sample box At Ease     10 colors   € 125,-  

  At Random    8 colors   € 100,- 

  Chasing Light    6 colors   € 100,- 

  Colour Me    9 colors   € 100,- 

  Day Light + Pattern   9 colors + 4 patterns  € 175,- 

  Night Fire    8 colors   € 100,- 

  Move Slow    8 colors   € 100,- 

  Saint Cloud    7 colors   € 125,- 

  Perfect Match    8 colors   € 100,- 

  Second Nature    10 colors   € 125,- 

  Super Moon    10 colors   € 125,- 

  Show Off    9 colors   € 125,- 

  Show Off gradient   1 color    € 50,- 

  Un Fold    7 colors   € 100,- 

  Un Fold + big sample    7 colors + big sample  € 125,- 

  Outdoor box    22 colors   € 175,- 

  Handwoven box   19 colors   € 250,- 

  Architect box (overview total collection) all qualities in 2 boxes  € 450,-

Sample box Gradient color poms   Custom   € 100,- *

  

  * The price of the sample will be reimbursed via a credit note after placing the order  

  of the corresponding rug. 
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WARRANTY

 - Frankly Amsterdam guarantees its rugs for 2 years of normal use. 
 - All our products are made with care. In case a manufacturing defect escaped our attention, please 

inform us within 14 days after delivery and leave the product unused.
 - Small differences or irregularities in color, weft or size may occur. This is inherent to the use of natural 

fibers and has to be accepted when within normal commercial tolerances.
 - Frankly Amsterdam will not accept any complaint if shading is concerned.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS INDOOR RUGS

All our products are made with care and attention. In order to keep them as beautiful as they are, 
please mind the following care instructions:
 - We advise you to vacuum the rug once or twice a week with a normal (upright or cylinder) vacuum 

cleaner but without the brush or beater bar engaged. Rugs with a high pile need to be vacuumed 
more often.

 - Do not use a vacuumer with a rotating brush, this will damage the yarn.
 - Rugs made from natural materials are subject to some pilling during the first few months. This is a 

common characteristic of natural cut fibers and will disappear after 3 or 4 months of normal use. 
 - A dry environment can result in extra pilling of the yarn. A humidity between 50-70% will benefit the 

lifecycle of your rug. 
 - In order to avoid ‘regular use marks’, we advise you to turn the rug every once in a while. 
 - Wet stains need to be removed immediately, before the yarn absorbs the fluid. Absorb the stain 

using a strong absorbing paper (like kitchen paper). Do not, in any case, rub or put pressure on the 
rug when wet. This can damage the fibers and the structure of the rug.

 - Light stains can safely be treated with JAMES cleaning agents, which have been succesfully tested on 
our products. Please follow the instructions of the JAMES staindisc, also shown on our site. We can 
not guarantee safe use of cleaning agents by any other brand, since they have not been tested. 

 - Please do not use highly acidic cleaning agents to remove stains from your rug. This will cause 
discoloration of the yarn.

 - In case of heavy staining or transferred dirt, we advise you to always have your rug drycleaned by a 
specialist in rug cleaning. Please state clearly that this rug needs to be cleaned without using water. 

 - When in doubt, please don’t hesitate to contact us, or take a look on our website,  
www.frankly.amsterdam/careinstructions, for more information. 
 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS OUTDOOR RUGS 

 - We recommend regular (monthly) cleaning of the outdoor rug. 
 - Vacuum the rug with a normal (upright or cylinder) vacuum cleaner without the brush or beater bar 

engaged. Avoid vacuuming over 1200W.
 - After vacuuming, you can use cold water with a pH neutral soap or a non-ionic detergent to remove 

all dirt on both sides of the rug. Dry the rug in the sun afterwards. 
 - Stains need to be removed as soon as possible. Absorb the stain using a strong absorbing paper (like 

kitchen paper) or a clean cloth.
 - Remove stains using pH neutral soap or dish soap and scrub it gently with warm water. 
 - Do not use highly acidic cleaning agents to remove stains from your rug. This can cause discoloration 

of the yarn.
 - In case of heavy staining we advise you to always have your rug cleaned by a specialist in rug 

cleaning.
 - To avoid the rug getting moldy hang or lay down the rug in sunlight on a clean surface. For the rug to 

be completely dry, alternate the sides.
 - If you would like to storage your outdoor rug you need to clean it properly first. Make sure you never 

fold your rug. You have to roll it up, wrap it in plastic and secure it with tape for example. 
 - When in doubt, please don’t hesitate to contact us, or take a look on our website, www.frankly.

amsterdam/careinstructions, for more information.

https://www.frankly.amsterdam/service/care-instructions/


CONTRACT
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  ALL STAR PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR       CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   RUG WITH    RUG WITH FOLDED  
  CODE      (120-136M2)**	 		OVERLOCK*		 	PADDED	EDGE*

Wall-to-wall ALS8801 8901        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

or rug  ALS8802 8802        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2  

  ALS8803 8803        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  ALS8804 8804        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  ALS8805 8805        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  ALS8806 8806        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  ALS8807 8807        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  ALS8808 8808        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  ALS8809 8809        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  ALS8810 8810        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  ALS8811 8811        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
 

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, therefore they can 
only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin 
around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Max. rug width for this finish is 380 cm.

  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 120-136m2. Please ontact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

   PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. Please inform for your  
  purchase  conditions. The price per m2 does not include installation and shipping costs. 
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). ALL STAR

400cm
Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.650 g/m²
± 5 mm
Gel backing. Color 8801 and 8808 have a 
Precoat Latex backing
4 meter
Cfl-s1 / Efl for color 8801 and 8808
11 standard
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

ALL STAR

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size 
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing

Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

8809

8810 8811

8805 8806

8807 8808

8804

880388028801

The cutting and seaming together of a flatweave is a precise and time consuming process with the 
resulting join likely to be variable in appearance. The durability of seams cannot be guaranteed in 
multi-width installations, therefore we do not recommend side-to-side or end-to-end joins in a flatweave 
product. In case seams are desired, it is advisable to use a metal binding strip in case of head seams OR 
use a carpet seam sealer to seal the edges after cutting.

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  DAY OFF PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   RUG WITH     RUG WITH  
  CODE      (100-150M2)**   OVERLOCK*    BORDER*  
 

Wall-to-wall DAO7201 7201        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

or rug  DAO7202 7202        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  DAO7203 7203        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  DAO7204 7204        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

    

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss  
  in your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
  
  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
  

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 100-150m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

DAY OFF

200cm or 400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.600 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
4 standard colors
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall carpet and 
stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

DAY OFF

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

7203

7201

7204

7202

The cutting and seaming together of a flatweave is a precise and time consuming process with the 
resulting join likely to be variable in appearance. The durability of seams cannot be guaranteed in 
multi-width installations, therefore we do not recommend side-to-side or end-to-end joins in a flatweave 
product. In case seams are desired, it is advisable to use a metal binding strip in case of head seams OR 
use a carpet seam sealer to seal the edges after cutting.

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  DONE DEAL PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR       24 M2 OR MORE *  

  CODE

Wall-to-wall DOD7001 7001         € 440,- / m2  

  DOD7002 7002         € 440,- / m2  

  DOD7003 7003         € 440,- / m2  

  DOD7004 7004         € 440,- / m2  

  DOD7005 7005         € 440,- / m2  

  DOD7006 7006         € 440,- / m2 

  DOD7007 7007         € 440,- / m2 

  DOD7008 7008         € 440,- / m2  

  DOD7009 7009         € 440,- / m2  

 

  * This product can only be ordered from 24 m2 per color. For smaller quantities please refer to  
  our Done Deal rug by clicling here.

   PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. Please inform for your  
  purchase  conditions. The price per m2 does not include installation and shipping costs. 
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

7004

7007

7001

7005

7008

7002

7006

7009

7003

Wall-to-wall
Cut Pile
50% Wool + 50% Eucalyptus 
± 3.500 g/m²
± 12 mm
± 13,5 mm
Natural latex + anti-slip
Cfl-s1
9 standard, custom colors available on request
This wall-to-wall rug has no edge finishing
+ suitable for residential as well as soft contract
+ available as stair runner
+ long-lasting 
+ custom colors available

DONE DEAL

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Carpet weight
Pile height
Carpet thickness
Backing
Fire classification
Colors
Edge finishing
Advantages
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  EASY GOING PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   RUG WITH     RUG WITH  
  CODE      (100-150M2)**   OVERLOCK*    BORDER*  
 

Wall-to-wall EAG7401 7401        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

or rug  EAG7402 7402        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  EAG7403 7403        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  EAG7404 7404        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  EAG7405 7405        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  EAG7406 7406        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss  
  in your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
  
  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
  

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 120-136m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.

  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 
EASY GOING

200cm or 400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.400 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex 
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
6 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall carpet and 
stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

EASY GOING

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

7403

7405

7401

7404 7406

7402

The cutting and seaming together of a flatweave is a precise and time consuming process with the 
resulting join likely to be variable in appearance. The durability of seams cannot be guaranteed in 
multi-width installations, therefore we do not recommend side-to-side or end-to-end joins in a flatweave 
product. In case seams are desired, it is advisable to use a metal binding strip in case of head seams OR 
use a carpet seam sealer to seal the edges after cutting.

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  FRONT ROW PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR       CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   RUG WITH    RUG WITH FOLDED  
  CODE      (120-136M2)**	 		OVERLOCK*		 	PADDED	EDGE*	
  

Wall-to-wall FRR8901 8901        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2

or rug  FRR8902 8902        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2

  FRR8903 8903        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2

  FRR8904 8904        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2     € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2 

  FRR8905 8905        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2

  FRR8906 8906        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2

  FRR8907 8907        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2   € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2

  FRR8908 8908        € 139,- / m2 € 109,- / m2     € 209,- / m2     € 333,- / m2

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
 

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, therefore they can 
only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin 
around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Maximum rug width for this finish is 380 
cm.

  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 120-136m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

   PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. Please inform for your  
  purchase  conditions. The price per m2 does not include installation and shipping costs. 
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

FRONT ROW

400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.650 g/m²
± 4 mm
Gel backing
4 meter
Cfl-s1
8 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall carpet and stair 
runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

FRONT ROW

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size 
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

8901 8902 8903

8907 8908

8904 8905 8906

The cutting and seaming together of a flatweave is a precise and time consuming process with the 
resulting join likely to be variable in appearance. The durability of seams cannot be guaranteed in 
multi-width installations, therefore we do not recommend side-to-side or end-to-end joins in a flatweave 
product. In case seams are desired, it is advisable to use a metal binding strip in case of head seams OR 
use a carpet seam sealer to seal the edges after cutting.

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  GOOD LIFE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   RUG WITH     RUG WITH  
  CODE      (100-150M2)**   OVERLOCK*    BORDER*  
 

Wall-to-wall GOL7301 7301        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

or rug  GOL7302 7302        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  GOL7303 7303        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  GOL7304 7304        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss  
  in your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
  
  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
  

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 100-150m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

GOOD LIFE

200cm or 400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.300 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex 
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
4 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall carpet and 
stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

GOOD LIFE

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

7303

7301

7304

7302

The cutting and seaming together of a flatweave is a precise and time consuming process with the 
resulting join likely to be variable in appearance. The durability of seams cannot be guaranteed in 
multi-width installations, therefore we do not recommend side-to-side or end-to-end joins in a flatweave 
product. In case seams are desired, it is advisable to use a metal binding strip in case of head seams OR 
use a carpet seam sealer to seal the edges after cutting.

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  HIGH TIDE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   RUG WITH     RUG WITH  
  CODE      (100-150M2)**   OVERLOCK*    BORDER*  
 

Wall-to-wall HIT7101 7101        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

or rug  HIT7102 7102        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  HIT7103 7103        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

  HIT7104 7104        € 165,- / m2 € 145,- / m2   € 235,- / m2     € 299,- / m2

    

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss  
  in your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
  
  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
  

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 100-150m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

  PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping  
  costs. This product is always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity.  
  Please note that this can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug.
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

HIGH TIDE

200cm or 400cm

HIGH TIDE

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

7103

7101

7104

7102

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% Recycled PET
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 2.600 g/m²
± 4 mm
P.P. + Latex 
2 or 4 meter
Dfl-s1
4 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ available as rug, wall-to-wall carpet and 
stair runner
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning, even with diluted bleach
+ castor proof

The cutting and seaming together of a flatweave is a precise and time consuming process with the 
resulting join likely to be variable in appearance. The durability of seams cannot be guaranteed in 
multi-width installations, therefore we do not recommend side-to-side or end-to-end joins in a flatweave 
product. In case seams are desired, it is advisable to use a metal binding strip in case of head seams OR 
use a carpet seam sealer to seal the edges after cutting.

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  LAY OUT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  
    
Rug  LAO1601  1601  €  335,-   

  LAO1602  1602  €  335,-    
  LAO1603  1603  € 335,-   

  LAO1604  1604  €  335,-    

    

Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please take cutting loss into account, in case 
the requested rug size is smaller than the width of the roll. If you need any help with calculations, 
we are glad to be of service.

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping 
costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). This product is 
always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity. Please note that this 
can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug. 

LAY OUT

400cm

1603

1601

1604

1602

Rug, runner
Loop pile
100% Wool
4m width, up to 32m length
Any shape possible
± 2.700 g/m²
± 7 mm
Jute & cotton
4 meters
Bfl-s1
4 standard colors
+ suitable for heavy domestic use and soft contract
+ durable and hypoallergenic properties 
+ natural backing with jute and cotton
+ custom shape possible

LAY OUT

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  LINE UP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  
    
Rug  LIP1701   1701  €  335,-   

  LIP1702   1702  €  335,-    
  LIP1703   1703  € 335,-   

  LIP1704   1704  €  335,-    

    

Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please take cutting loss into account, in case 
the requested rug size is smaller than the width of the roll. If you need any help with calculations, 
we are glad to be of service.

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping 
costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). This product is 
always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity. Please note that this 
can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug. 

LINE UP 

400cm

1703

1701

1704

1702

Rug, runner
Loop pile
100% Wool
4m width, up to 32m length
Any shape possible
± 2.700 g/m²
± 7 mm
Jute & cotton
4 meters
Bfl-s1
4 standard colors
+ suitable for heavy domestic use and soft contract
+ durable and hypoallergenic properties 
+ natural backing with jute and cotton
+ custom shape possible

LINE UP

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  NEXT STEP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   RUG WITH    RUG WITH FOLDED  
  CODE      (120-136M2)**	 		OVERLOCK*		 	PADDED	EDGE*	
  

Wall-to-wall NES9101 9101        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2   € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2

or rug  NES9102 9102        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2   € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2

  NES9103 9103        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2   € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2

  NES9104 9104        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2   € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2  

  NES9105 9105        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2   € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
 

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, therefore they can 
only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin 
around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Maximum rug width for this finish is 380 
cm.

  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 120-136m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

   PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. Please inform for your  
  purchase  conditions. The price per m2 does not include installation and shipping costs. 
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

NEXT STEP

400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.900 g/m²
± 5 mm
Gel backing
4 meter
Cfl-s1
5 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

NEXT STEP

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

9101 9102 9103

9104 9105
The cutting and seaming together of a flatweave is a precise and time consuming process with the 
resulting join likely to be variable in appearance. The durability of seams cannot be guaranteed in 
multi-width installations, therefore we do not recommend side-to-side or end-to-end joins in a flatweave 
product. In case seams are desired, it is advisable to use a metal binding strip in case of head seams OR 
use a carpet seam sealer to seal the edges after cutting.

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  NO DOUBT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   RUG WITH    RUG WITH FOLDED  
  CODE      (120-136M2)**	 		OVERLOCK*		 	PADDED	EDGE*	
  

Wall-to-wall NOD9101 9001        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2   € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2

or rug  NOD9002 9002        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2   € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2

  NOD9003 9003        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2   € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2

  NOD9004 9004        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2     € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2  

  NOD9005 9005        € 159,- / m2 € 129,- / m2     € 222,- / m2    € 339,- / m2

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss in your order.  
  If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
 

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
Rugs with a folded padded edge will have felted padding at the bottom, therefore they can 
only be used indoors and can not be used for stair runners. Please calculate a 10 cm margin 
around all edges for a rug with folded padded edge. Maximum rug width for this finish is 380 
cm.

  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 120-136m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

   PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. Please inform for your  
  purchase  conditions. The price per m2 does not include installation and shipping costs. 
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

NO DOUBT

400cm

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop pile
100% P.P.
4m width, up to 30m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.950 g/m²
± 5 mm
Gel backing 
4 meter
Dfl-s1
5 standard 
+ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
+ suitable for residential and contract 
+ waterproof and UV proof
+ easy cleaning
+ castor proof

NO DOUBT 

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

9001 9002 9003

9004 9005
The cutting and seaming together of a flatweave is a precise and time consuming process with the 
resulting join likely to be variable in appearance. The durability of seams cannot be guaranteed in 
multi-width installations, therefore we do not recommend side-to-side or end-to-end joins in a flatweave 
product. In case seams are desired, it is advisable to use a metal binding strip in case of head seams OR 
use a carpet seam sealer to seal the edges after cutting.

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  ON RETURN PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH           FULL ROLL  RUG WITH 
  CODE                (100-150m2)** OVERLOCK EDGE*

Wall-to-wall ONR6001 6001        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

or rug  ONR6002 6002        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  ONR6003 6003        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  ONR6004 6004        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  ONR6005 6005        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2 

  ONR6006 6006        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  ONR6007 6007        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  ONR6008 6008        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  ONR6009 6009        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  ONR6010 6010        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  ONR6011 6011        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  ONR6012 6012        € 270,- / m2           € 225,- / m2  € 345,- / m2

  

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss  
  in your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
  
  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width.   
  

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 100-150m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

   PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. Please inform for your  
  purchase  conditions. The price per m2 does not include installation and shipping costs. 
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

ON RETURN

200cm or 400cm

6004

6001

6008

6011

6009

6012

6005

6002

6006

6003

6007

6010

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Tip-shear
100% recycled plastic
Rectangular or circular
± 1.900 g/m²
± 2.800 g/m²
± 9,0 mm
± 11,0 mm
Jute & latex
2 or 4 meter
Cfl-s1
12 standard, custom colors available on request 
from 200 m²
+ suitable for residential as well as contract
+ made from regenerated nylon
+ environmentally friendly & sustainable
+ long-lasting & fire retardant
+ castor proof

ON RETURN

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Shape
Pile weight
Carpet weight
Pile height
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors

Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  OUT LINE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE COLOR PRICE P/M2 WITH  
       OVERLOCK EDGE*  
    
Rug  OUL1801  1801  €  335,-   

  OUL1802  1802  €  335,-    
  OUL1803  1803  € 335,-   

  OUL1804  1804  €  335,-    

    

Your rug will be cut from a roll of 4 meters width. Please take cutting loss into account, in case 
the requested rug size is smaller than the width of the roll. If you need any help with calculations, 
we are glad to be of service.

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.

PLEASE NOTE! Prices shown are public prices including VAT and do not include the shipping 
costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). This product is 
always rolled in the roll width direction to maintain its structural integrity. Please note that this 
can affect the transportation costs, depending on the size of the rug. 

OUT LINE

400cm

1803

1801

1804

1802

Rug, runner
Loop pile
100% Wool
4m width, up to 32m length
Any shape possible
± 2.700 g/m²
± 7 mm
Jute & cotton
4 meters
Bfl-s1
4 standard colors
+ suitable for heavy domestic use and soft contract
+ durable and hypoallergenic properties 
+ natural backing with jute and cotton
+ custom shape possible

OUT LINE

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Carpet weight
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  ROLL OVER PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH            FULL ROLL  RUG WITH 
  CODE                (100-150m2)** FOLDED EDGE*

Wall-to-wall ROO6101 6101        € 120,- / m2           € 99,- / m2  € 215,- / m2

or rug  ROO6102 6102        € 120,- / m2           € 99,- / m2  € 215,- / m2

  ROO6103 6103        € 120,- / m2           € 99,- / m2  € 215,- / m2

  ROO6104 6104        € 120,- / m2           € 99,- / m2  € 215,- / m2

  ROO6105 6105        € 120,- / m2           € 99,- / m2  € 215,- / m2 

  ROO6106 6106        € 120,- / m2           € 99,- / m2  € 215,- / m2

  

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss  
  in your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
  
  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
  

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 100-150m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

   PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. Please inform for your  
  purchase  conditions. The price per m2 does not include installation and shipping costs. 
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

ROLL OVER

200cm or 400cm

6104

6101

6105

6102

6106

6103

Rug, wall-to-wall, (stair)runner
Loop Pile
100% Wool
Maximum 4m width, up to 32m length
Rectangular or circular
± 1.060 g/m²
± 2.000 g/m²
± 3,0 mm
± 4,0 mm
P.P. & Latex
2 or 4 meter
Bfl-s1
6 standard
+ suitable for residential as well as contract
+ long-lasting & fire retardant
+ available as stair runner
+ castor proof
+ VOC-emission label A+

ROLL OVER

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Size
Shape
Pile weight
Carpet weight
Pile height
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors
Advantages

This pattern is not on scale, this image only shows the pattern direction
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  STEP UP 16 PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH          FULL ROLL  RUG WITH 
  CODE               (100-150m2)** SHAVEN EDGE*  
  

Wall-to-wall STU6201 6201        € 375,- / m2      € 299,- / m2  € 465,- / m2

or rug  STU6202 6202        € 375,- / m2      € 299,- / m2  € 465,- / m2

  STU6203 6203        € 285,- / m2      € 239,- / m2  € 405,- / m2

  STU6204 6204        € 285,- / m2      € 239,- / m2  € 405,- / m2

  STU6205 6205        € 285,- / m2      € 239,- / m2  € 405,- / m2 

  STU6206 6206        € 285,- / m2      € 239,- / m2  € 405,- / m2

  STU6207 6207        € 285,- / m2      € 239,- / m2  € 405,- / m2

  STU6208 6208        € 285,- / m2      € 239,- / m2  € 405,- / m2

  STU6209 6209        € 285,- / m2      € 239,- / m2  € 405,- / m2

  

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss  
  in your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
  
  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
  

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 100-150m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

   PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. Please inform for your  
  purchase  conditions. The price per m2 does not include installation and shipping costs. 
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

6204

6207

6201

6205

6208

6202

6206

6209

6203

Rug, wall-to-wall
Cut Pile
100% Pure New Wool
Rectangular or circular
± 2.525 g/m²
± 4.025 g/m²
± 14,0 mm
± 16,0 mm
Action Back P.P.
2 or 4 meter
Cfl-s1
9 standard colors, custom colors available 
on request from 100 m²
+ suitable for residential as well as contract
+ long-lasting & fire retardant
+ VOC-emission label A+

STEP UP 16

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Shape
Pile weight
Carpet weight
Pile height
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors

Advantages
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  STEP UP 9 PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR      CUT LENGTH      FULL ROLL  RUG WITH 
  CODE           (100-150m2)** OVERLOCK EDGE*

Wall-to-wall STU6301 6301        € 199,- / m2      € 159,- / m2  € 265,- / m2

or rug  STU6302 6302        € 199,- / m2      € 159,- / m2  € 265,- / m2

  STU6303 6303        € 199,- / m2      € 159,- / m2  € 265,- / m2

  STU6304 6304        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6305 6305        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2 

  STU6306 6306        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6307 6307        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6308 6308        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6309 6309        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6310 6310        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6311 6311        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6312 6312        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6313 6313        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6314 6314        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6315 6315        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6316 6316        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6317 6317        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6318 6318        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6319 6319        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  STU6320 6320        € 169,- / m2      € 136,- / m2  € 235,- / m2

  Your order will be cut from a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width. Please include the cutting loss  
  in your order. If you need any help calculating this, we are glad to be of service.
  
  Depending on your requested size, a roll of 2 meters or 4 meters width will be selected for  
  cutting. The roll width of 2 meters is available up to 7,5 linear meters maximum. All orders  
  that require an amount of linear meters above 7,5 meter will be cut from a roll of 4 meters  
  width. 
  

	*	Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	our	edge	finishing	options.	
  ** Only complete rolls can be purchased. Roll lengths vary from 100-150m2. Please contact us for  
  the lengths of the rolls.

   PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. Please inform for your  
  purchase  conditions. The price per m2 does not include installation and shipping costs. 
  Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3). 

6306

6311

6303

6316

6307

6312

6317

63086305

6320

6304

6319

631363106309

6318

6302

6315

6301

6314

Rug, wall-to-wall
Cut Pile
100% Pure New Wool
Rectangular or circular
± 1.350 g/m²
± 2.850 g/m²
± 7,2mm
± 9,2 mm
Action Back P.P.
2 or 4 meter
Bfl-s1
20 standard colors, custom colors available  
on request from 200 m²
+ available as stair runner 
+ suitable for residential as well as contract
+ long-lasting & fire retardant
+ VOC-emission label A+

STEP UP 9

Available as
Pile surface
Pile composition
Shape
Pile weight
Carpet weight
Pile height
Carpet thickness
Backing
Roll width
Fire classification
Colors

Advantages
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Folded	edge	finish

This edge finish is available for:
- Roll Over

For rugs with a folded edge 
please calculate a 10cm margin 
around all edges. Maximum rug 
width for this finish is 380 cm.

Folded	padded	edge	finish	

This edge finish is available for: 
- All Star
- Front Row
- Next Step
- No Doubt

Please calculate a 10cm margin 
around all edges for a rug with 
folded padded edge. Maximum 
rug width for this finish is 380 cm. 

Rugs with a folded padded edge 
will have felted padding at the 
bottom, therefore they can only 
be used indoors and can not be 
used for stair runners. 

RUG EDGE FINISHING OPTIONS

Overlock	edge	finish	(1	cm)

This edge finish is available for: 
- All Star 
- Day Off
- Easy Going
- Front Row
- Good Life
- High Tide
- No Doubt
- Next Step
- On Return (with straight or 
  rounded corner) 
- Step up 9 (with straight or 
  rounded corner)

Hand	shaven	edge	finish

This edge finish is available for: 
- Step Up 16.

Border	finish	(3cm)

This edge finish is available for:
- Day Off
- Easy Going
- Good Life
- High Tide

Wool	overlock	edge	finish

This edge finish is available for:
- Lay Out
- Line Up
- Out Line
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  SAMPLE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SAMPLE TYPE     SIZE    PRICE P/PIECE 
   

  Contract box (all contract options) 115 samples in 5 boxes € 575,-

  Contract A (indoor)    56 samples in 2 boxes  € 275,-

  Contract B (indoor/outdoor)  47 samples in 2 boxes  € 175,-

  Contract C (wool)   12 samples in 1 box  € 125,-
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WARRANTY

 - Frankly Amsterdam guarantees its rugs for 2 years of normal use. 
 - All our products are made with care. In case a manufacturing defect escaped our attention, please 

inform us within 14 days after delivery and leave the product unused.
 - Small differences or irregularities in color, weft or size may occur. This is inherent to the use of natural 

fibers and has to be accepted when within normal commercial tolerances.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS INDOOR RUGS

All our products are made with care and attention. In order to keep them as beautiful as they are, 
please mind the following care instructions:
 - We advise you to vacuum the carpet once or twice a week for domestic applications and light use 

areas. For commercial applications  and heavier traffic use, daily vacuuming is advised to reduce the 
presence and buildup of loose dirt particles. 

 - For flat weave carpets use a suction only vacuum to prevent distortion or pilling of the carpet surface. 
Do not use the brush or beater bar. 

 - While vacuuming, the starting point should be varied each time to make sure that the carpet is not 
always brushed in the same direction.

 - Wet stains need to be removed immediately, before the yarn absorbs the fluid. Absorb the stain 
using a strong absorbing paper (like kitchen paper) or clean towel. 

 - High traffic area stains from castor wheels, luggage and service trollies may result in rubber transfer 
markings. Rubber markings may become sticky or attract dirt from foot and wheeled traffic builds up 
on the original stain. Remove rubber from the fibres using an approved gel type solvent. The treated 
area must be thoroughly rinsed out otherwise any remaining residue will continue to attract dirt.

 - Light stains can safely be treated with JAMES cleaning agents, which have been successfully tested 
on our products. Please follow the instructions of the JAMES staindisc delivered with the James 
starter kit. Treating stains within 24 hours increases the possibility of successful stain removal, 
nevertheless, complete removal can never be guaranteed. The usage of a cleaning agent that is not 
tested on our products cannot be guaranteed for safe cleaning. 

 - In case of heavy staining or transferred dirt, we advise you to always have your rug cleaned by a 
specialist in rug cleaning.

 - When in doubt, please don’t hesitate to contact us or take a look on our website,  
www.frankly.amsterdam/careinstructions, for more information. 
 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS OUTDOOR RUGS 

 - We recommend regular (monthly) cleaning of the outdoor rug. 
 - Vacuum the rug with a normal (upright or cylinder) vacuum cleaner without the brush or beater bar 

engaged. Avoid vacuuming over 1200W.
 - After vacuuming, you can use cold water with a pH neutral soap or a non-ionic detergent to remove 

all dirt on both sides of the rug. Dry the rug in the sun afterwards. 
 - Stains need to be removed as soon as possible. Absorb the stain using a strong absorbing paper (like 

kitchen paper) or a clean cloth.
 - Remove stains using pH neutral soap or dish soap and scrub it gently with warm water. 
 - Do not use highly acidic cleaning agents to remove stains from your rug. This can cause discoloration 

of the yarn.
 - In case of heavy staining we advise you to always have your rug cleaned by a specialist in rug 

cleaning.
 - To avoid the rug getting moldy hang or lay down the rug in sunlight on a clean surface. For the rug to 

be completely dry, alternate the sides.
 - If you would like to storage your outdoor rug you need to clean it properly first. Make sure you never 

fold your rug. You have to roll it up, wrap it in plastic and secure it with tape for example. 
 - When in doubt, please don’t hesitate to contact us, or take a look on our website, www.frankly.

amsterdam/careinstructions, for more information.



THROWS, BLANKETS & BED ENDS
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  COME OVER PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  SIZE   PRICE P/PC

Throw  COOC01  C01  140 x 180 cm  € 1.050,-

  COOC02  C02  140 x 180 cm  € 1.050,-

  COOC03  C03  140 x 180 cm  € 1.050,-

Bed end COOC01-BE  C01  140 x 260 cm  € 1.475,-

  COOC02-BE  C02  140 x 260 cm   € 1.475,-

  COOC03-BE  C03  140 x 260 cm   € 1.475,-

Baby blanket COOC01-B  C01  70 x 90 cm  € 465,-

  COOC02-B  C02  70 x 90 cm   € 465,-

  COOC03-B  C03  70 x 90 cm   € 465,-

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   
  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

C01 C02 C03

COME OVER

Available as
Design
Size

Technique
Colors
Color design
Material
Advantages 

Care instructions

Throw, bed end, baby blanket
Frankly Amsterdam
140 x 180cm (throw), 140 x 260cm (bed end) or 
70 x 90cm (baby blanket)
Knitted
3 Standard
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Eco Cashmere
+ made from undyed Eco Cashmere
+ extremely soft
+ natural material of the highest quality
+ more colors available on request
+ handmade in Italy

P
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  COME OVER BLEND PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  SIZE   PRICE P/PC

Throw  COOC01-blend C01  140 x 180 cm  € 749,-

  COOC02-blend C02  140 x 180 cm  € 749,-

  COOC03-blend C03  140 x 180 cm  € 749,-

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   
  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

  

C01 C02 C03

COME OVER BLEND

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material
Advantages 

Care instructions

Throw
Frankly Amsterdam
140x180cm incl. 5cm knitted border
Knitted
3 Standard
Frankly Amsterdam
70% Merino, 30% undyed eco cashmere
+ made with undyed eco cashmere
+ softness from cashmere combined with the 
structure and weight from merino wool
+ natural material of the highest quality
+ handmade in Italy

P
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  FINE LINE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  SIZE   PRICE P/PC

Throw  FILC01   C01  140 x 190 cm  € 866,-

  FILC02   C02  140 x 190 cm  € 866,-

  FILC03   C03  140 x 190 cm  € 866,-

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   
  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

  

C01 C02 C03

FINE LINE

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors
Color design
Material
Advantages 

Care instructions

Throw
Frankly Amsterdam
140 x 190cm with fringes
Knitted
3 Standard
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Eco Cashmere
+ made from undyed Eco Cashmere
+ extremely soft
+ natural material of the highest quality
+ more colors available on request
+ handmade in Italy

P
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  SETTLE IN PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  SIZE    PRICE P/PC

Throw  SEIC01   C01  140 x 180 cm   € 1.050,-

  SEIC02   C02  140 x 180 cm   € 1.050,-

  SEIC03   C03  140 x 180 cm   € 1.050,-

  SEIC04   C04  140 x 180 cm   € 1.050,-

  SEIC05   C05  140 x 180 cm   € 1.050,-

  SEIC06   C06  140 x 180 cm   € 1.050,-

Bed end SEIC01-BE  C01  140 x 260 cm  € 1.475,-

  SEIC02-BE  C02  140 x 260 cm   € 1.475,-

  SEIC03-BE  C03  140 x 260 cm   € 1.475,-

  SEIC04-BE  C04  140 x 260 cm   € 1.475,-

  SEIC05-BE  C05  140 x 260 cm   € 1.475,-

  SEIC06-BE  C06  140 x 260 cm   € 1.475,-

Baby blanket SEIC01-B  C01  70 x 90 cm  € 465,-

  SEIC02-B  C02  70 x 90 cm  € 465,-

  SEIC03-B  C03  70 x 90 cm  € 465,-

  SEIC04-B  C04  70 x 90 cm  € 465,-

  SEIC05-B  C05  70 x 90 cm  € 465,-

  SEIC06-B  C06  70 x 90 cm  € 465,-

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   
  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

C01

C04

C02

C05

C03

C06

Throw, baby blanket
Frankly Amsterdam
140 x 180cm (throw), 140 x 260cm (bed end) or 
70 x 90cm (baby blanket)
Knitted
6 Standard
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Cashmere 
+ extremely soft
+ natural material of the highest quality
+ more colors available on request
+ handmade in Italy

SETTLE IN

Available as
Design
Size

Technique
Colors 
Color design
Material
Advantages

Care instructions P
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  SOFT SPACE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  COLOR  SIZE    PRICE P/PC

Throw uni SOSC01  C01  140 x 190 cm   € 1.099,-

  SOSC02  C02  140 x 190 cm   € 1.099,-

  SOSC03  C03  140 x 190 cm   € 1.099,-

  SOSC04  C04  140 x 190 cm  € 1.099,-

  SOSC05  C05  140 x 190 cm   € 1.099,-

  SOSC06  C06  140 x 190 cm  € 1.099,-

Throw dual SOSC01+C02  C01 + C02 140 x 220 cm  € 1.175,-

  SOSC01+C04  C01 + C04 140 x 220 cm  € 1.175,-

  SOSC04+C05  C04 + C05 140 x 220 cm  € 1.175,-

Bed end SOSC01-BE  C01  140 x 260 cm  € 1.499,-

  SOSC02-BE  C02  140 x 260 cm   € 1.499,-

  SOSC03-BE  C03  140 x 260 cm   € 1.499,-

  SOSC04-BE  C04  140 x 260 cm   € 1.499,-

  SOSC05-BE  C05  140 x 260 cm   € 1.499,-

  SOSC06-BE  C06  140 x 260 cm   € 1.499,-

 

Blanket* SOSC01-BL to SOSC06-BL  220 x 240 cm  € 2.750,-

  SOSC01-BL to SOSC06-BL  220 x 260 cm  € 2.950,-   

  SOSC01-BL to SOSC06-BL  240 x 240 cm  € 3.250,-

  * Soft Space blankets are finished without fringes. The edges are finished with a    
  border and a stitched center. Please contact us for more information.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   
  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

C01

C04

C01+C02

C02

C05

C01+C04

C03

C06

C04+C05

Throw
Frankly Amsterdam
140x190 cm + fringes 8 cm (uni color throw)  
140x220 cm + fringes 8 cm (dual color throw)
140x260 cm + fringes 8 cm (bed end)
or as blanket 
Knitted
6 uni colors + 3 dual colors
Frankly Amsterdam
100% Cashmere 
+ extremely soft & gorgeous shine
+ natural material of the highest quality
+ more colors available on request 
+ handmade in Italy

SOFT SPACE

Available as
Design
Size

Technique
Colors
Color design
Material
Advantages

Care instructions P



BED LINEN, BED SPREADS AND FILLINGS
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  CALM DOWN PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SIZE   FINISH         ARTICLE CODE  PRICE P/PC

Duvet cover 140x220 cm  tuck-in flap *   CAD1P-A € 279,-

  140x220 cm  buttons   CAD1P-B € 306,-

  140x220 cm  buttons with border  CAD1P-C € 349,-

  140x220 cm  embroidery line, with or CAD1P-D € 369,-

     without border

 

Duvet cover 240x220 cm  tuck-in flap *   CAD2P-A € 419,-

  240x220 cm  buttons   CAD2P-B € 465,-

  240x220 cm  buttons with border  CAD2P-C € 525,-

  240x220 cm  embroidery line, with or CAD2P-D € 566,-

     without border

Pillowcase 60x70 cm  without border   CADPC-A €   89,-

  60x70 cm  with border   CADPC-B € 135,-

  60x70 cm  embroidery line with border CADPC-D € 155,-

Fitted sheet 90x200x25 cm  with elastic   CADFS1P € 159,-

  180x200x25 cm  with elastic   CADFS2P € 215,-

Set A     tuck-in flap *   CADS1P-A € 368,-

1x duvet cover 140x220 cm &   buttons   CADS1P-B € 395,-

1x pillowcase 60x70 cm  buttons with border  CADS1P-C € 484,-

     embroidery line with border CADS1P-D € 524,-

Set B     tuck-in flap *   CADS2P-A € 597,-

1x duvet cover 240x220 cm &   buttons   CADS2P-B € 643,-

2x pillowcase 60x70 cm  buttons with border  CADS2P-C € 795,-

     embroidery line with border CADS2P-D € 876,-

	 	 ...	or	request	your	own	size	or	finish!	Everything	is	possible.
	 	 Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	all	finishing	options.
  Click here to see the overview page with all color options.

  * tuck-in flap available as a wide double flap, small double flap or envelope closure.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   
  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

Care instructions

Duvet cover, pillowcase and fitted sheet
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size possible. Maximum width 300 cm
120 gr/m2

200 TC
Woven, percale cotton
38 Standard
Without a border (with tuck-in flap or hidden buttons)
With a 8 cm edge (hidden buttons) or a special finish (see next pages for more 
information)
100% Cotton
+ refined Italian craftsmanship
+ custom made
+ any size, color and finish possible

* duvets and pillow fillings are also available

CALM DOWN

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Thread count
Technique
Colors
Finish

Material
Advantages

PP4040
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  RISE UP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SIZE   FINISH         ARTICLE CODE  PRICE P/PC

Duvet cover 140x220 cm  tuck-in flap *   RIU1P-A € 305,-

  140x220 cm  buttons   RIU1P-B € 366,-

  140x220 cm  buttons with border  RIU1P-C € 380,-

  140x220 cm  embroidery line, with or RIU1P-D € 415,-

     without border

Duvet cover 240x220 cm  tuck-in flap *   RIU2P-A € 459,-

  240x220 cm  buttons   RIU2P-B € 509,-

  240x220 cm  buttons with border  RIU2P-C € 579,-

  240x220 cm  embroidery line, with or RIU2P-D € 625,-

     without border

Pillowcase 60x70 cm  without border   RIUPC-A €   99,-

  60x70 cm  with border   RIUPC-B € 145,-

  60x70 cm  embroidery line with border RIUPC-D € 159,-

Fitted sheet 90x200x25 cm  with elastic   RIUFS1P € 169,-

  180x200x25 cm  with elastic   RIUFS2P € 239,-

Set A     tuck-in flap *   RIUS1P-A € 404,-

1x duvet cover 140x220 cm &   buttons   RIUS1P-B € 465,-

1x pillowcase 60x70 cm  buttons with border  RIUS1P-C € 525,-

     embroidery line with border RIUS1P-D € 574,-

Set B     tuck-in flap *   RIUS2P-A € 657,-

1x duvet cover 240x220 cm &   buttons   RIUS2P-B € 707,-

2x pillowcase 60x70 cm  buttons with border  RIUS2P-C € 869,-

     embroidery line with border RIUS2P-D € 943,-

	 	 ...	or	request	your	own	size	or	finish!	Everything	is	possible.
	 	 Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	all	finishing	options.
  Click here to see the overview page with all color options.

  * tuck-in flap available as a wide double flap, small double flap or envelope closure.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   

  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

Care instructions

Duvet cover, pillowcase and fitted sheet
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size possible. Maximum width 300 cm
115 gr/m2

300 TC
Woven, sateen cotton
61 Standard
Without a border (with tuck-in flap or hidden buttons)
With a 8 cm edge (hidden buttons) or a special finish (see next pages for more 
information)
100% Cotton
+ refined Italian craftsmanship
+ custom made
+ any size, color and finish possible

* duvets and pillow fillings are also available

RISE UP

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Thread count
Technique
Colors
Finish

Material
Advantages

PP4040
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  MORNING GLOW PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SIZE   FINISH         ARTICLE CODE  PRICE P/PC

Duvet cover 140x220 cm  tuck-in flap *   MOG1P-A € 469,-

  140x220 cm  buttons   MOG1P-B € 519,-

  140x220 cm  buttons with border  MOG1P-C € 589,-

  140x220 cm  embroidery line, with or MOG1P-D € 639,-

     without border

Duvet cover 240x220 cm  tuck-in flap *   MOG2P-A € 725,-

  240x220 cm  buttons   MOG2P-B € 815,-

  240x220 cm  buttons with border  MOG2P-C € 925,-

  240x220 cm  embroidery line, with or MOG2P-D € 995,-

     without border

Pillowcase 60x70 cm  without border   MOGPC-A € 145,-

  60x70 cm  with border   MOGPC-B € 199,-

  60x70 cm  embroidery line with border MOGPC-D € 210,-

Fitted sheet 90x200x25 cm  with elastic   MOGFS1P € 269,-

  180x200x25 cm  with elastic   MOGFS2P € 399,-

Set A     tuck-in flap *   MOGS1P-A € 614,-

1x duvet cover 140x220 cm &   buttons   MOGS1P-B € 664,-

1x pillowcase 60x70 cm  buttons with border  MOGS1P-C € 788,-

     embroidery line with border MOGS1P-D € 849,-

Set B     tuck-in flap *   MOGS2P-A € 1.015,-

1x duvet cover 240x220 cm &   buttons   MOGS2P-B € 1.105,-

2x pillowcase 60x70 cm  buttons with border  MOGS2P-C € 1.323,-

     embroidery line with border MOGS2P-D € 1.415,-

	 	 ...	or	request	your	own	size	or	finish!	Everything	is	possible.
	 	 Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	all	finishing	options.
  Click here to see the overview page with all color options.

  * tuck-in flap available as a wide double flap, small double flap or envelope closure.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   

  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

Care instructions

MORNING GLOW

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Thread count
Technique
Colors
Finish

Material
Advantages

Duvet cover, pillowcase and fitted sheet
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size possible. Maximum width 300 cm
120 gr/m2

600 TC
Woven, sateen cotton
13 Standard
Without a border (with tuck-in flap or hidden buttons)
With a 8 cm edge (hidden buttons) or a special finish (see next pages for more 
information)
100% Cotton
+ refined Italian craftsmanship
+ custom made
+ any size, color and finish possible

* duvets and pillow fillings are also available

PP4040
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  CLOUD NINE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SIZE   FINISH         ARTICLE CODE  PRICE P/PC

Duvet cover 140x220 cm  tuck-in flap *   CLN1P-A € 590,-

  140x220 cm  buttons   CLN1P-B € 655,-

  140x220 cm  buttons with border  CLN1P-C € 755,-

  140x220 cm  embroidery line, with or CLN1P-D € 815,-

     without border

Duvet cover 240x220 cm  tuck-in flap *   CLN2P-A € 899,-

  240x220 cm  buttons   CLN2P-B € 1.015,-

  240x220 cm  buttons with border  CLN2P-C € 1.149,-

  240x220 cm  embroidery line, with or CLN2P-D € 1.229,-

     without border

Pillowcase 60x70 cm  without border   CLNPC-A € 189,-

  60x70 cm  with border   CLNPC-B € 259,-

  60x70 cm  embroidery line with border CLNPC-D € 270,-

Fitted sheet 90x200x25 cm  with elastic   CLNFS1P  € 379,-

  180x200x25 cm  with elastic   CLNFS2P  € 555,-

Set A     tuck-in flap *   CLNSAA € 779,-

(1x duvet cover140x220 cm &   buttons   CLNSAB € 844,-

1x pillowcase 60x70 cm)  buttons with border  CLNSAC € 1.014,-

     embroidery line with border CLNSAD € 1.085,-

Set B     tuck-in flap *   CLNSBA € 1.277,-

(1x duvet cover 240x220 cm &   buttons   CLNSBB € 1.393,-

2x pillowcase 60x70 cm)  buttons with border  CLNSBC € 1.667,-

     embroidery line with border CLNSBD € 1.769,-

	 	 ...	or	request	your	own	size	or	finish!	Everything	is	possible.
	 	 Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	all	finishing	options.
  Click here to see the overview page with all color options.

  * tuck-in flap available as a wide double flap, small double flap or envelope closure.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   
  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

Care instructions

Duvet cover, pillowcase and fitted sheet
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size possible. Maximum width 290 cm
180 gr/m2

115 TC
Woven
12 Standard
Without a border (with tuck-in flap or hidden buttons)
With a 8 cm edge (hidden buttons) or a special finish (see next pages for more 
information)
100% Linen 
+ refined Italian craftsmanship
+ custom made
+ any size, color and finish possible

* duvets and pillow fillings are also available

CLOUD NINE

Available as
Design
Size
Weight
Thread count
Technique
Colors
Finish

Material
Advantages

PP4040
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  CLOUD NINE MIX PRICE LIST **

ARTICLE SIZE   FINISH                ARTICLE CODE  PRICE P/PC

Duvet cover 140x220 cm  tuck-in flap *      CLN1PMIX-A  € 475,-

  140x220 cm  buttons     CLN1PMIX-B € 529,-

  140x220 cm  buttons with border    CLN1PMIX-C € 599,-

  140x220 cm  embroidery line with or CLN1PMIX-D € 645,-

     without border

 

Duvet cover 240x220 cm  tuck-in flap *   CLN2PMIX-A € 745,-

  240x220 cm  buttons   CLN2PMIX-B € 825,-

  240x220 cm  buttons with border  CLN2PMIX-C € 935,-

  240x220 cm  embroidery line with or CLN2PMIX-D € 995,-

     without border

Pillowcase 60x70 cm  without border   CLNPC-A € 189,-

(Cloud Nine) 60x70 cm  with border   CLNPC-B € 259,-

  60x70 cm  embroidery line with border CLNPC-D € 270,-

Fitted sheet 90x200x25 cm  with elastic   CLNFS1P € 379,-

(Cloud Nine) 180x200x25cm  with elastic   CLNFS2P € 555,-

Set A     tuck-in flap *   CLNS1PMIX-A € 664,-

(1x duvet cover 140x220 cm &   buttons   CLNS1PMIX-B € 718,-

1x pillowcase 60x70 cm)  buttons with border  CLNS1PMIX-C € 858,-

     embroidery line with border CLNS1PMIX-D € 915,-

Set B     tuck-in flap *   CLNS2PMIX-A € 1.123,-

(1x duvet cover 240x220 cm &   buttons   CLNS2PMIX-B € 1.203,-

2x pillowcase 60x70 cm)  buttons with border  CLNS2PMIX-C € 1.453,-

     embroidery line with border CLNS2PMIX-D € 1.535,-

	 	 ...	or	request	your	own	size	or	finish!	Everything	is	possible.
	 	 Click	here	to	see	the	overview	page	with	all	finishing	options.
  Click here to see the overview page with all color options.

  * tuck-in flap available as a wide double flap, small double flap or envelope closure.

  ** prices are based on Cloud Nine in combination with Calm Down or Rise Up.

   When Cloud Nine is combined with the Morning Glow, we apply the Cloud Nine prices.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   
  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

Care instructions

Duvet cover, pillowcase and fitted sheet
Frankly Amsterdam
Any size possible. Maximum width 290 cm
Woven
Front: 12 color options from Cloud Nine 
Back: all color options from Calm Down, Rise Up and Morning Glow 
Without a border (with tuck-in flap or hidden buttons)
With a 8 cm edge (hidden buttons) or a special finish (see next pages for more 
information)
Duvet covers: front 100% Linen + back 100% Cotton, pillow cases: 100% Linen
+ refined Italian craftsmanship
+ custom made
+ any size, color and finish possible

* duvets and pillow fillings are also available

CLOUD NINE MIX

Available as
Design
Size
Technique
Colors

Finish

Material
Advantages

PP4040
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  LEVEL UP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE CODE  MATERIAL   SIZE            PRICE P/PC

Bedspread LEU-CAD  100% Calm Down  180 x 270 cm   € 650,-

  LEU-CAD  100% Calm Down  240 x 270 cm   € 749,-

  LEU-CAD  100% Calm Down  270 x 270 cm   € 825,-

  LEU-CAD  100% Calm Down  300 x 270 cm   € 1.044,-

Bedspread LEU-RIU  100% Rise Up   180 x 270 cm   € 675,-

  LEU-RIU  100% Rise Up   240 x 270 cm   € 799,-

  LEU-RIU  100% Rise Up   270 x 270 cm   € 865,-

  LEU-RIU  100% Rise Up   300 x 270 cm   € 1.099,-

Bedspread LEU-MOG  100% Morning Glow  180 x 270 cm   € 925,-

  LEU-MOG  100% Morning Glow  240 x 270 cm   € 1.125,-

  LEU-MOG  100% Morning Glow  270 x 270 cm   € 1.235,-

  LEU-MOG  100% Morning Glow  300 x 270 cm   € 1.475,-

Bedspread LEU-MIX            Cloud Nine + Rise Up  180 x 270 cm   € 935,-

  LEU-MIX            Cloud Nine + Rise Up  240 x 270 cm   € 1.150,-

  LEU-MIX            Cloud Nine + Rise Up  270 x 270 cm   € 1.260,-

  LEU-MIX            Cloud Nine + Rise Up  300 x 270 cm   € 1.499,-

  Click here to see the overview page with all color options.

  PLEASE NOTE!  Prices shown are public prices including VAT. The price does not include   
  the shipping costs. Click here to see the overview of shipping costs per country (page 3).

Bedspread
Frankly Amsterdam
180x270cm, 240x270cm, 270x270cm or 300x270cm
Woven with 80gr filling and quilted square
All colors from our bed linen sample book with a 
total of 124 colors
Frankly Amsterdam
Cotton percale, Cotton sateen, Linen
or mix Linen with Cotton
+ possible to choose a different color and quality for 
the back and front side
+ luxurious quilted finish
+ exterior is made from a natural material of the 
highest quality
+ handmade in Italy

LEVEL UP

Available as
Design
Size

Technique
Colors 

Color design
Material

Advantages

Care instructions P40°
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COLOR OPTIONS CLOUD NINE

0

111

21

19

10

11

13

18

1

12

31

87

COLOR OPTIONS MORNING GLOW

122

303

306

387

335

321

10

29

11

32

17

1

20

COLOR OPTIONS EMBROIDERY LINE

All colors from the Calm Down and Rise Up collection are available to use as an embroidery line (see colors 
on the left page).

COLOR OPTIONS CALM DOWN

0

1

122

32

23

10

3

301

31

5

20

29

121

28

18

11

87

115

316

12

113

16

60

112

30

24

360

100

50

13

6

116

21

15

38

99

321

14

COLOR OPTIONS RISE UP

0

20

303

105

95

114

321

100

113

39

31

306

1

11

27

318

385

216

120

29

88

107

228

50

200

203

35

6

314

16

10

9

123

118

122

14

110

116

130

117

128

21

112

17

30

60

221

101

300

3

87

360

108

115

104

387

05

395

214

15

215
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FINISHING OPTIONS PILLOWCASE

without border           with border (8 cm)  with border (8 cm)
      and embroidered line

FINISHING OPTION DUVET COVER

without border   without border    without border 
with wide tuck-in flap  with small tuck-in flap   with envelope flap

without border   with border (8 cm)
with hidden buttons  with hidden buttons

without border and  with border (8 cm) and
with embroidery line   with embroidery line
with tuck-in flap   with hidden buttons
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DUVET SOFT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SIZE    ARTICLE CODE   PRICE P/PC

Duvet  140x220 cm   DUS-S    € 989,-**

  160x220 cm   DUS-M    € 1.199,-**

  240x220 cm   DUS-L    € 1.750,-**

  All sizes are possible! Price on request.
  Our 100% white goose down (ticking: 100% cottonbatiste) has a warmth class 2 
  and is handmade in the Netherlands.

  DUVET SUPER SOFT PRICE LIST 
  
ARTICLE SIZE    ARTICLE CODE   PRICE P/PC

Duvet  140x220 cm   DUSS-S   € 4.999,-**

  160x220 cm   DUSS-M   € 5.750,-**

  240x220 cm   DUSS-L    € 8.750,-**

 
  All sizes are possible! Price on request.
  Our 100% eiderdown (ticking: tencel nanobatiste) is handmade in the Netherlands. 

   

  PILLOW PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SIZE    ARTICLE CODE   PRICE P/PC

Pillow  60x70 cm   PI-SS    € 549,-**

Pillow  60x70 cm   PI-S    € 295,-**

Pillow  50x70 cm   PI-M    € 345,-**

Pillow  50x70 cm   PI-F    € 345,-**

  All sizes for -SS and -S pillows are possible! Price on request.
  Pillow article -SS has a filling of 100% white pilsener down.
  Pillow article -S has a filling of 90% down / 10% goosefeathers.
  Pillow article -M has a filling of 60mm latex / 220 gr down. 
  Pillow article -F has a filling of 70mm latex / 250 gr down.
  
  100% plant-based and anti-allergenic duvets (from 60% Tencel / 25% Corn / 15% kapok)   
  and pillows (made from Vita Talalay latex or corn filling) are available on request. 

  ** PLEASE NOTE! Due to fluctuations in the value of down and feathers, these    
  prices are with reservation. We therefore recommend that you verify the current prices   
  with us by email to hello@frankly.amsterdam or by calling +31 (0) 20 - 737 0818.

FILLINGS

  DUVET MEDIUM PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SIZE    ARTICLE CODE   PRICE P/PC

Duvet  140x220 cm   DUM-S    € 733,-**

  160x220 cm   DUM-M   € 850,-**

  240x220 cm   DUM-L    € 1.199,-**
  
  All sizes are possible! Price on request.
  Our 90% white goose down / 10% goosefeathers (ticking: 100% cottonbatiste) has 
  a warmth class 2 and is handmade in the Netherlands. 

  



CURTAINS
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  AFTER NOON PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   
  CODE     0-10 M1  10-25 M1  25M1 
 

Curtain  AFN01  01  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN02  02  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN03  03  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN04  04  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN05  05  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN06  06  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN07  07  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN08  08  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN09  09  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN10  10  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN11  11  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  AFN12  12  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  

  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 330cm, you will receive 100 x 330cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain
330 cm

Yes
In-between
85% PL, 15% LI
12 Standard:

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to different yarn dye lots a slight 
variation in color tone may occur

AFTER NOON

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

0605

1009

0201

07

11

03

08

12

04

P30
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  BY NIGHT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   
  CODE     0-10 M1  10-25 M1  25M1 
 

Curtain  BYN01  01  € 250,- / m1  € 235,- / m1  € 219,- / m1

  BYN10  10  € 250,- / m1  € 235,- / m1  € 219,- / m1

  BYN11  11  € 250,- / m1  € 235,- / m1  € 219,- / m1

  BYN17  17  € 250,- / m1  € 235,- / m1  € 219,- / m1

  BYN21  21  € 250,- / m1  € 235,- / m1  € 219,- / m1

  

  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 330cm, you will receive 100 x 330cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain
330 cm

Yes
Curtain
25% LI, 55% PAN, 15% WO, 5% VI 
5 Standard:

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to different yarn dye lots a slight variation 
in color tone may occur

BY NIGHT

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

10

01

11

21

17

P30
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  CLEAR DAY PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*  >200M  
  CODE               

Curtain  CLD8001 8001  € 119,- / m1  € 90,- / m1  € 76,- / m1

  CLD8002 8002  € 119,- / m1  € 90,- / m1  € 76,- / m1 

  CLD8003 8003  € 119,- / m1  € 90,- / m1  € 76,- / m1 

 

      
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.

  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 300cm, you will receive 100 x 300cm fabric.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain 
300 cm

Yes
Sheer
100% LI
3 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials
+ this fabric is not suitable for roman blinds

CLEAR DAY

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

8002

8003

8001

P30
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  FIRST SIGHT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   
  CODE     0-10 M1  10-25 M1  25M1  

Curtain  FIS01  01  € 225,- / m1  € 209,- / m1  € 193,- / m1

  FIS02  02  € 225,- / m1  € 209,- / m1  € 193,- / m1

  FIS03  03  € 225,- / m1  € 209,- / m1  € 193,- / m1

  FIS04  04  € 225,- / m1  € 209,- / m1  € 193,- / m1

  FIS05  05  € 225,- / m1  € 209,- / m1  € 193,- / m1

  FIS06  06  € 225,- / m1  € 209,- / m1  € 193,- / m1

  FIS07  07  € 225,- / m1  € 209,- / m1  € 193,- / m1

  FIS08  08  € 225,- / m1  € 209,- / m1  € 193,- / m1

  FIS09  09  € 225,- / m1  € 209,- / m1  € 193,- / m1

    

  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 330cm, you will receive 100 x 330cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

P30

Curtain 
330 cm

Yes
Sheer
100% LI
9 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to the natural fibres used in this fabric a 
slight variation in color tone may occur
+ this fabric is not suitable for roman blinds

FIRST SIGHT

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

05

07

01

03

08

02

06

09

04
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  FRESH DAWN PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   
  CODE     0-10 M1  10-25 M1  25M1   
      

Curtain  FRD01  01  € 120,- / m1  € 115,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  FRD02  02  € 120,- / m1  € 115,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  FRD03  03  € 120,- / m1  € 115,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  FRD05  05  € 120,- / m1  € 115,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  FRD07  07  € 120,- / m1  € 115,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  FRD09  09  € 120,- / m1  € 115,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  FRD12  12  € 120,- / m1  € 115,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  FRD14  14  € 120,- / m1  € 115,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  

  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 300cm, you will receive 100 x 300cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain
300 cm

Yes
Sheer
100% PL
8 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to different yarn dye lots a slight variation 
in color tone may occur
+ this fabric is not suitable for roman blinds

P30

FRESH DAWN

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

05

01

09

12

02

07

14

03
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  GENTLE BREEZE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   
  CODE     0-10 M1  10-25 M1  25M1 

Curtain  GEB01  01  € 109,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  € 92,- / m1

  GEB02  02  € 109,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  € 92,- / m1

  GEB04  04  € 109,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  € 92,- / m1

  GEB08  08  € 109,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  € 92,- / m1

  GEB09  09  € 109,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  € 92,- / m1

  GEB11  11  € 109,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  € 92,- / m1

  GEB13  13  € 109,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  € 92,- / m1

  GEB14  14  € 109,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  € 92,- / m1

  GEB16  16  € 109,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  € 92,- / m1

  

  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 300cm, you will receive 100 x 300cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain
300 cm

Yes
Sheer
100% PL
9 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to different yarn dye lots a slight variation 
in color tone may occur
+ this fabric is not suitable for roman blinds

P30

GENTLE BREEZE

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

08

13

01

09

14

02

11

16

04
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  IN FLOW PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR FULL ROLL*  >200M   
  CODE        

         

Curtain  INF8201 8201  € 146,- / m1  € 139,- / m1     

  INF8202 8202  € 146,- / m1  € 139,- / m1

  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.

  For In Flow, cut length is not possible.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain 
300 cm

Yes
In-between
100% LI
2 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

IN FLOW

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

8202

8201

P30
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  MIND FULL PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*  >200M  
  CODE              

Curtain  MIF7501 7501  € 106,- / m1  € 80,- / m1  € 70,- / m1 

  MIF7502 7502  € 106,- / m1  € 80,- / m1  € 70,- / m1 
  MIF7503 7503  € 106,- / m1  € 80,- / m1  € 70,- / m1 
  MIF7504 7504  € 106,- / m1  € 80,- / m1  € 70,- / m1

  MIF7505 7505  € 106,- / m1  € 80,- / m1  € 70,- / m1 
  MIF7506 7506  € 106,- / m1  € 80,- / m1  € 70,- / m1

  MIF7507 7507  € 106,- / m1  € 80,- / m1  € 70,- / m1 
  MIF7508 7508  € 106,- / m1  € 80,- / m1  € 70,- / m1 

  MIF7509 7509  € 106,- / m1  € 80,- / m1  € 70,- / m1 

   

  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 300cm, you will receive 100 x 300cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain 
295 cm

Yes
Curtain
60% CO, 30% PES, 10% other recycled fibres
9 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ the cotton in this fabric is made from recycled 
textile waste
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

MIND FULL

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

7504

7507

7501

7505

7508

7502

7506

7509

7503

P30
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  NEW DAY PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   
  CODE     0-10 M1  10-25 M1  25M1  

        

Curtain  NED00  00  € 189,- / m1  € 179,- / m1  € 163,- / m1

  NED01  01  € 189,- / m1  € 179,- / m1  € 163,- / m1

  NED11  11  € 189,- / m1  € 179,- / m1  € 163,- / m1

  NED12  12  € 189,- / m1  € 179,- / m1  € 163,- / m1

  NED21  21  € 189,- / m1  € 179,- / m1  € 163,- / m1

   
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 320cm, you will receive 100 x 320cm fabric.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain
320 cm

Yes
In-Between
100% LI
5 Standard:

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to the inherent imperfections in 
natural fibers, there may be a subtle variation 
in color tone and minor irregularities that are 
typical to linen and recycled materials

NEW DAY

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

00

12

01

21

11

P30
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  NICE VIEW PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*  >200M  
  CODE              

Curtain  NIV8101 8101  € 139,- / m1  € 99,- / m1  € 93,- / m1

  NIV8102 8102  € 139,- / m1  € 99,- / m1  € 93,- / m1

  NIV8103 8103  € 139,- / m1  € 99,- / m1  € 93,- / m1 

             

 
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.

  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 300cm, you will receive 100 x 300cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain 
300 cm

Yes
Sheer
100% LI
3 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials
+ this fabric is not suitable for roman blinds

NICE VIEW

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

8102

8103

8101

P30
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  ON POINT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*  >200M  
  CODE             

Curtain  ONP8401 8401  € 149,- / m1  € 113,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  ONP8402 8402  € 149,- / m1  € 113,- / m1  € 103,- / m1 

 

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 280cm, you will receive 100 x 280cm fabric.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain, upholstery
280 cm

Yes
Curtain
70% CV, 30% LI
2 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

ON POINT

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

8402

8401

P30
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  RE COVER PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*   >200M  
  CODE           

Curtain  REC7701 7701  € 146,- / m1  € 113,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  REC7702 7702  € 146,- / m1  € 113,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  REC7703 7703  € 146,- / m1  € 113,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  REC7704 7704  € 146,- / m1  € 113,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

  REC7705 7705  € 146,- / m1  € 113,- / m1  € 103,- / m1

    

  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 280cm, you will receive 100 x 280cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain 
280 cm

Yes
Curtain
60% CO, 30% PES, 10% other recycled fibres
5 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ the cotton in this fabric is made from recycled 
textile waste
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

RE COVER

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

7701

7704

7702

7705

7703

P30
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  STAY IN PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   
  CODE     0-10 M1  10-25 M1  25M1 
 

Curtain  STI01  01  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  STI02  02  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  STI03  03  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  STI04  04  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  STI05  05  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  STI06  06  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  STI07  07  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  STI08  08  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  STI09  09  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  STI10  10  € 272,- / m1  € 255,- / m1  € 235,- / m1

  
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 300cm, you will receive 100 x 300cm fabric.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain
300 cm

Yes
Curtain
100% LI
10 Standard:

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to different yarn dye lots a slight 
variation in color tone may occur.

STAY IN

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

0604

0201

07

11

03

08 12

05

P30
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  SUN SET PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   CUT LENGTH  FULL ROLL   
  CODE     0-10 M1   10-25 M1  25M1 
  

Curtain  SUS01  01  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS02  02  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS03  03  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS04  04  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS05  05  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS06  06  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS07  07  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS08  08  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS09  09  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS10  10  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS11  11  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  SUS12  12  € 179,- / m1  € 169,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  

  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 330cm, you will receive 100 x 330cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain
330 cm

Yes
Sheer
80% PL, 20% LI
12 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to different yarn dye lots a slight 
variation in color tone may occur

SUN SET

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

0605

1009

0201

07

11

03

08

12

04

P30
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  SURE THING PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*   >200M  
  CODE           

Curtain  SUT8301 8301  € 176,- / m1  € 135,- / m1  € 125,- / m1 

  SUT8302 8302  € 176,- / m1  € 135,- / m1  € 125,- / m1

  SUT8303 8303  € 176,- / m1  € 135,- / m1  € 125,- / m1

  SUT8304 8304  € 176,- / m1  € 135,- / m1  € 125,- / m1

    

  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 280cm, you will receive 100 x 280cm fabric.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

SURE THING

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

Curtain 
280 cm

Yes
Curtain
100% LI
4 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

P30

8301

8304

8302

8303
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  TRUE STORY PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*   >200M  
  CODE           

Curtain  TRS7601 7601  € 133,- / m1  € 99,- / m1  € 85,- / m1

  TRS7602 7602  € 133,- / m1  € 99,- / m1  € 85,- / m1

  TRS7603 7603  € 133,- / m1  € 99,- / m1  € 85,- / m1

  TRS7604 7604  € 133,- / m1  € 99,- / m1  € 85,- / m1 
   

  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 290cm, you will receive 100 x 290cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain 
290 cm

Yes
Curtain
60% CO, 30% PES, 10% other recycled fibres
4 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ the cotton in this fabric is made from recycled 
textile waste
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

TRUE STORY

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

7701

7703

7702

7704P30
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  WAKE UP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*   >200M  
  CODE           

Curtain  WAU7801 7801  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7802 7802  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1 

  WAU7803 7803  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1 

  WAU7804 7804  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7805 7805  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7806 7806  € 206,- / m1  € 159,- / m1  € 155,- / m1

  WAU7807 7807  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7808 7808  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7809 7809  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7810 7810  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7811 7811  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7812 7812  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7813 7813  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7814 7814  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7815 7815  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7816 7816  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7817 7817  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  WAU7818 7818  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  € 175,- / m1

  

  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 280cm, you will receive 100 x 280cm fabric.
 

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

Curtain, upholstery
280 cm

Yes
Curtain
100% LI
18 Standard

+ dry cleaning is advised
+ due to the inherent imperfections in 
natural fibers, there may be a subtle 
variation in color tone and minor 
irregularities that are typical to linen 
and recycled materials

WAKE UP

Available as
Roll width
Weave direction

Turnable
Type
Composition 
Colors

Care instructions 
Notes

P30

7801

7805

7809

7813

7802

7806

7810

7814

7803

7807

7811

7815

7817

7804

7808

7812

7816

7818



UPHOLSTERY
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  FEEL GOOD PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*     
  CODE           

Upholstery FEG9301 9301  € 139,- / m1  € 105,- / m1  

  FEG9302 9302  € 139,- / m1  € 105,- / m1    

  FEG9303 9303  € 139,- / m1  € 105,- / m1    

  FEG9304 9304  € 139,- / m1  € 105,- / m1  

  FEG9305 9305  € 129,- / m1  €   79,- / m1  

  FEG9306 9306  € 139,- / m1  € 105,- / m1  

  FEG9307 9307  € 139,- / m1  € 105,- / m1 

   

  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

9304

9301

9305

9302

9306

9303

Upholstery
140 cm
540 gr/m2 
80% LI, 20% CO
7 standard colors

18.000
3
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials. 

FEEL GOOD

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note

9307
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  FOR SURE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*     
  CODE            

Upholstery FOS9801 9801  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1  

  FOS9802 9802  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1    

  FOS9803 9803  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1    

  FOS9804 9804  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1  

  FOS9805 9805  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1  

  FOS9806 9806  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1  

  FOS9807 9807  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1

  FOS9808 9808  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1

  FOS9809 9809  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1

  FOS9810 9810  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1

  FOS9811 9811  € 103,- / m1  € 75,- / m1  

   

  
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

98079806

98029801

9809

9810

9803

08 9811

9804

9809

9805

Upholstery
140 cm
520 gr/m2 
47% CO, 38% LI, 12% PES, 3% Other 
Fabrics 
11 standard colors

25.000
3/4
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials. 

FOR SURE

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition

Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note
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  LAID BACK PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*     
  CODE            

Upholstery LAB9701 9701  € 133,- / m1  € 103,- / m1  

  LAB9701 9702  € 133,- / m1  € 103,- / m1 

 

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

9701 9702

Upholstery
140 cm
600 gr/m2 
70% CO, 30% LI
2 standard colors

25.000
3/4
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

LAID BACK 

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note
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  LIGHTEN UP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*     
  CODE            

Upholstery LIU1301  1301  € 119,- / m1  € 93,- / m1    

  LIU1302  1302  € 119,- / m1  € 93,- / m1    

  LIU1303  1303  € 119,- / m1  € 93,- / m1   

 

  

 
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

Upholstery
140 cm
515 gr/m2 
40% LI, 25% CV, 25% CO, 10% PES
3 standard colors

12.000
3
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

LIGHTEN UP

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note

1301 1302 1303
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  ON POINT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*    
  CODE             

Upholstery ONP8401 8401  € 135,- / m1  € 105,- / m1  

  ONP8402 8402  € 135,- / m1  € 105,- / m1    

 

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

  

 

Upholstery, curtains
280 cm
370 gr/m2 
70% CV, 30% LI
2 standard colors

30.000
3
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

ON POINT

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note

8401 8402
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  PILLOW TALK PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL* 
  CODE             

Upholstery PIT1401  1401  € 122,- / m1  € 95,- / m1  

  PIT1402  1402  € 122,- / m1  € 95,- / m1 

  PIT1403  1403  € 122,- / m1  € 95,- / m1  

  PIT1404  1404  € 122,- / m1  € 95,- / m1 

  PIT1405  1405  € 122,- / m1  € 95,- / m1  

  PIT1406  1406  € 122,- / m1  € 95,- / m1 

  PIT1407  1407  € 122,- / m1  € 95,- / m1  

   

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

1405

1407

1401

1403

1402

1406

1404

Upholstery
140 cm
450 gr/m2 
55% LI, 45% CV
7 standard colors

16.000
3
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

PILLOW TALK 

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note
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  RE CHARGE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*     
  CODE            

Upholstery REC1201  1201  € 109,- / m1  € 85,- / m1  

  REC1202 1202  € 109,- / m1  € 85,- / m1

  REC1203 1203  € 109,- / m1  € 85,- / m1

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

Upholstery
140 cm
440 gr/m2 
51% LI, 34% CV, 10% CO, 5% PES
3 standard colors

30.000
2/3
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

1201 1202

RE CHARGE

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note

1203
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  SO FINE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*    
  CODE             

Upholstery SOF1001 1001  € 149,- / m1  € 109,- / m1    
  SOF1002 1002  € 149,- / m1  € 109,- / m1   

  SOF1003 1003  € 129,- / m1  €   93,- / m1  

  SOF1004 1004  € 149,- / m1  € 109,- / m1  

  SOF1005 1005  € 149,- / m1  € 109,- / m1  

  

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

1004

1001

1005

1002 1003

Upholstery
300 cm
310 gr/m2 
100% LI
5 standard colors

16.000
3/4
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

SO FINE

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note
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  SOME DAY PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*
  CODE             

Upholstery SOD1501 1501  € 119,- / m1  € 93,- / m1  

  SOD1502 1502  € 119,- / m1  € 93,- / m1  

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

1501 1502

Upholstery
140 cm
540 gr/m2 
60% LI, 30% CO, 10% PES
2 standard colors

20.000
3/4
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

SOME DAY 

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note
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  SOUL FULL PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*    
  CODE             

Upholstery SOF9501 9501  € 131,- / m1  € 97,- / m1  

  SOF9502 9502  € 131,- / m1  € 97,- / m1   

 

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

9501 9502

Upholstery
140 cm
650 gr/m2 
55% CO, 45% LI
2 standard colors

25.000
3
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

SOUL FULL

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note
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  TIME OFF PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*    
  CODE             

Upholstery TIO1101 1101  € 149,- / m1  € 106,- / m1    
  TIO1102 1102  € 149,- / m1  € 106,- / m1    
  TIO1103 1103  € 129,- / m1  €   96,- / m1    

  

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

1101 1102 1103

Upholstery
290 cm
390 gr/m2 
64% CO, 24% CV, 12% LI
3 standard colors

18.000
3/4
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

TIME OFF

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note
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  TOP NOTCH PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL  
  CODE    140CM     140CM    
  
Upholstery TON9901 9901  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1 

  TON9902 9902  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1

  TON9903 9903  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1 

  TON9904 9904  € 129,- / m1    € 99,- / m1

  TON9905 9905  € 129,- / m1    € 99,- / m1

  TON9906 9906  € 129,- / m1    € 99,- / m1

  TON9907 9907  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1

  TON9908 9908  € 129,- / m1    € 99,- / m1

  TON9909 9909  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1

  TON9910 9910  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1

  TON9911 9911  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1

  TON9912 9912  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1

  TON9913 9913  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1

     

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a   
  width of 280cm, you will receive 100 x 280cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase    
conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

TOP NOTCH

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note

Upholstery
140 cm 
490 gr/m2 
100% LI
13 standard colors

25.000
3/3
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent 
imperfections in natural fibers, 
there may be a subtle variation in 
color tone and minor irregularities 
that are typical to linen and 
recycled materials

9902 99049901 9903

9906 99089905 9907

9910 9912

9913

9909 9911
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  UN WIND PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*    
  CODE             

Upholstery UNW9401 9401  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1  

  UNW9402 9402  € 129,- / m1  € 99,- / m1    

 

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

Upholstery
140 cm
605 gr/m2 
75% CO, 25% LI
2 standard colors

25.000
3
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

UN WIND

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note

9401 9402
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  UP LIFT PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*    
  CODE             

Upholstery UPL9601 9601  € 145,- / m1  € 111,- / m1  

  UPL9602 9602  € 145,- / m1  € 111,- / m1   

 

    
  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 140cm, you will receive 100 x 140cm fabric.

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

9601 9602

Upholstery
140 cm
670 gr/m2 
62% CO, 38% LI
2 standard colors

25.000
3/4
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections in natural 
fibers, there may be a subtle variation in color 
tone and minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

UP LIFT

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note
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  WAKE UP PRICE LIST

ARTICLE ARTICLE COLOR CUT LENGTH   FULL ROLL*     
  CODE           

Upholstery WAU7801 7801  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7802 7802  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1    

  WAU7803 7803  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1    

  WAU7804 7804  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7805 7805  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1 

  WAU7806 7806  € 206,- / m1  € 159,- / m1  

  WAU7807 7807  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7808 7808  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7809 7809  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7810 7810  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7811 7811  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7812 7812  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7813 7813  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7814 7814  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7815 7815  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7816 7816  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7817 7817  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  WAU7818 7818  € 236,- / m1  € 176,- / m1  

  * Roll length is ± 30 m1. Please contact us for up-to-date roll lengths.
 
  Fabric prices are calculated per linear meter. When ordering 1 m1 of a fabric with a  
  width of 280cm, you will receive 100 x 280cm fabric.  

  For quantities over 200m1, please contact our sales department for project prices.

PLEASE NOTE!  Prices are public prices and include VAT. Please inform for your purchase   
 conditions. The price per m1 is including shipping costs. Costs for tailoring and installation 
are not included. 

 

WAKE UP

Available as
Width
Weight
Composition
Colors

Care instructions 
Martindale
Pilling
Note

Upholstery, curtains
280 cm
400 gr/m2 
100% LI
18 standard 

20.000
3
+ dry cleaning is advised 
+ due to the inherent imperfections 
in natural fibers, there may be a 
subtle variation in color tone and 
minor irregularities that are typical to 
linen and recycled materials

7801

7805

7809

7813

7802

7806

7810

7814

7803

7807

7811

7815

7817

7804

7808

7812

7816

7818
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  MATERIAL GUIDE

 COTTON (CO) 
Cotton is a natural fiber made from the cotton plant. This material is known for being soft, 
breathable and absorbent. Cotton has good abrasion resistance and is biodegradable if 
not dyed or naturally dyed. 

LINEN (LI)
Linen is a natural fiber made from the flax plant stem. This material is one of the stongest 
natural fabrics and has good abrasion resistance. The material is antiallergic and non-
electrifying. 
 
WOOL (WO)
Wool is a natural animal fiber obtained from sheep and goats. This material is highly 
resilient and strong material, and becomes softer with time. 

VISCOSE (CV or VI)
Viscose is a cellulose fiber. This semi-synthetic fiber is made from natural sources of 
regenerated cellulose, such as wood. Absorption properties are high. This material lends 
itself well to being able to be dyed and mixtures of this material are often used. The 
material is basically biodegradable and thermically recyclable.

POLYESTER (PL, POL or PES)
PES is an acronym (shortened word) for Polyester. 
Polyester is a type of artificial fiber used in textiles. Since polyester does not wrinkle 
structurally and is flexible, it is aimed to reduce the wrinkling rate of natural fabrics and to 
provide flexibility by mixing with natural fabrics. Mostly with cotton fiber can be used with 
wool, acrylic, silk, viscose, and linen fiber. 

POLYESTER (PET)
Polyethylene terephthalate is Polyester and lends itself well to recycling. The Polyester 
fibres are used in fashion apparel often blended with cotton. In the context of textile 
applications, PET is referred to by its common name, polyester.
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  SOFT FURNISHING SAMPLE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SAMPLE TYPE    SIZE   PRICE P/PIECE    

Sample box Soft furnishing box  12 colors  € 110,-     

 

  BED LINEN SAMPLE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SAMPLE TYPE    SIZE   PRICE P/PIECE    

Sample book Book with color swatches 124 colors  € 100,-      

Sample box Bed linen box   124 colors    € 220,- 

  

  The bed linen box includes the sample book with color swatches, pillow samples of 

  all bed linen qualities and an infosheet.   

 

  CURTAIN SAMPLE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SAMPLE TYPE       PRICE P/PIECE    

Hanger  1 fabric hanger      € 49,-      

Hanger  Fabric hanger set A     € 260,-  

Hanger  Fabric hanger set B     € 240,-  

Hanger  Complete fabric hanger set    € 500,-  

 

  UPHOLSTERY SAMPLE PRICE LIST

ARTICLE SAMPLE TYPE       PRICE P/PIECE    

Book  Upholstery 01 (mix)     € 100,-      

Book  Light Upholstery 01 (mix)    € 100,-  

Book  Top Notch      € 75,-  

Book  Wake Up      € 75,- 

Book  Complete sample book set    € 280,-  

 
  PLEASE NOTE!  The sample prices are excluding VAT. 

  Samples in special sizes can be ordered on request.
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WARRANTY

 - Frankly Amsterdam guarantees its rugs for 2 years of normal use. 
 - All our products are made with care. In case a manufacturing defect escaped our attention, please 

inform us within 14 days after delivery and leave the product unused.
 - Small differences or irregularities in color, weft or size may occur. This is inherent to the use of natural 

fibers and has to be accepted when within normal commercial tolerances.
 - Frankly Amsterdam will not accept any complaint if shading is concerned.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS THROWS, BLANKETS & BED ENDS

All our products are made with care and attention. In order to keep them as beautiful as they are, please 
mind the following care instructions:

Come Over, Settle In and Soft Space are made of 100% Cashmere and can best be cleaned by a professional 
dry-cleaner. Ironing is possible on the cool iron setting. 
Do not launder or tumble dry. 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS BED LINEN 

We recommend to line-dry your bedlinen. If you prefer to tumble dry please use a delicate program on a 
low temperature (not higher than the washing temperature). 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS CURTAINS & UPHOLSTERY 

 - Professional dry cleaning of the curtain fabrics is advised.
 - Before cleaning the curtains dust them. Either with the vacuum brush attachment on a low setting or 

shake them out.
 - Cold wash the curtains at 30°C without spin or centrifuge cycle. 
 - Do not rub or wring fabric after washing.
 - All fabrics can be ironed on low temperature or higher. Please see exact iron temperatures on the 

product page of the concerning product. 
 - When in doubt, please don’t hesitate to contact us, or take a look on our website, www.frankly.

amsterdam/careinstructions, for more information.

P

PP4040
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